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Abstract
The large-scale ionospheric convection that circulates in the high-latitude polar caps
was initially assumed to be a smooth, laminar flow. However, it has now come to light
that this is an oversimplified understanding of what is now known to be a dynamic
region, filled with mesoscale velocity features. Ionospheric flow channels, an example
of one such feature, have been linked to transient reconnection and a variety of auroral
forms. This thesis investigates the statistical distribution and characteristics of these
flow channels in the polar cap ionosphere.
To further our understanding of dynamic mesoscale flow channels, a flow channel
detection algorithm was developed by using Super Dual Auroral Radar Network (Su-
perDARN) line-of-sight velocity data. The temporal and two-dimensional spatial evo-
lution of the flow channels can be observed using this method, which was not achiev-
able within previous studies that used satellite data or single SuperDARN radar beams.
The detection algorithm was applied in three scientific papers that make up the main
body of the thesis. This algorithm identifies fast flow channels (>900 m/s) embedded
within a slower moving background flow.
In Paper I, the algorithm was defined and applied to 2017 SuperDARN Longyear-
byen radar data. Two events were selected for detailed analysis, one on the edge of a
polar cap arc and the other located in the dayside convection throat. These flow chan-
nels accounted for large values of the cross polar cap potential (40-60% at the peak).
In Paper II, the flow channel detection algorithm was applied to 2 years of Super-
DARN Longyearbyen data. The algorithm detected ∼1000 flow channel events, most
of which were in the dayside polar cap. The statistical characteristics of the flow chan-
nels were determined, including width, velocity, duration, and seasonal occurrence.
The zonal motion of the flow channels was investigated and linked to magnetic tension
due to a dominant IMF By component.
In Paper III, the flow channel detection algorithm was applied to 10 years (2008-
2018) of SuperDARN data of 8 different radars, located across the northern and south-
ern polar cap regions. The statistical distribution of the flow channels was examined
and the solar wind driving conditions of the flow channels were investigated.
The main conclusions of the thesis are as follows:
• Fast flow channels in the polar cap are typically 200-300 km in width, travelling
at velocities of 1.1-1.3 km/s, and are typically observed for a duration of 2-3 min.
• Fast polar cap flow channels can account for significant fractions of the polar
cap potential (40-60%) and are therefore important for the redistribution of flux
across the polar cap.
ii Abstract
• Fast flow channels in the polar cap are most frequently observed under unstable,
By-dominant IMF conditions.
• Fast flow channels were observed at all stages in their evolution over the polar
cap. This is the first time that flow channels on old open field lines have been
statistically studied, and also the first presentation of statistical occurrence dis-
tributions of flow channels at all magnetic local times in both the northern and
southern polar caps.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Figure 1.1: Artistic view of the solar wind impacting the Earth’s magnetosphere. Courtesy of
NASA [2020].
The Earth’s magnetosphere shields our planet and protects all life and technology
within it from the solar wind, a constant stream of high energy particles from the
Sun. The response of the magnetosphere to the continuous buffeting by the solar wind
strongly depends on the strength and orientation of the interplanetary magnetic field
(IMF) embedded within it. The coupling of the IMF and the magnetosphere drives the
circulation of the ionosphere, one of the uppermost layers of the Earth’s atmosphere.
This process is driven by the merging of magnetic fields, called magnetic reconnection.
Through reconnection, the IMF can connect to the Earth’s magnetic field on the day-
side and the Earth’s field can connect together deep in the magnetotail on the nightside.
Signatures of this cycle are clear in the high-latitude regions of Earth’s ionosphere and
a convection pattern is formed. Plasma typically drifts antisunwards in the polar cap
region, where the Earth’s magnetic field lines are connected to the IMF and considered
‘open’. After reconnection in the magnetotail, the field lines are considered ‘closed’ as
they loop around from the Earth’s Northern Hemisphere to the Southern Hemisphere.
These closed magnetic field lines move sunwards at auroral and sub-auroral latitudes.
The shape and flows of the convection pattern depend on the orientation of the IMF,
which will be discussed in greater detail in Section 2.4.
2 Introduction
Ionospheric convection over the polar cap region has often been expected to be a
smooth, homogeneous process that is constant over thousands of kilometers with typi-
cal speeds of several hundreds of meters per second [MacDougall and Jayachandran,
2001]. However, more recent findings suggest that the large scale background convec-
tion is punctuated by dynamic mesoscale (100–500 km) high velocity structures. These
features are known as ionospheric flow channels, and were first detected during periods
of enhanced dayside reconnection [Pinnock et al., 1993; Provan et al., 1998]. These
flow channels were detected in the dayside cusp region, which is in the proximity of
the first open field line on the dayside, where solar wind particles can directly access
the magnetosphere. Since then, flow channels have been detected deep within the polar
cap [Sandholt and Farrugia, 2009], on the nightside Zou et al. [2014], and in the re-
turn flow region [Moen et al., 1995]. The research into ionsospheric flow channels has
mostly been based on case studies, many of which have been undertaken using satel-
lite crossings. In these cases, only a few minutes of data are available for analysis and
only along the satellite trajectory. This provides limited temporal and spatial informa-
tion about the flow channel and only under specific IMF driving conditions. Although
some statistical studies regarding ionospheric flow channels have been carried out, they
have been limited to either a single SuperDARN radar beam, or to only a specific range
of latitudes and longitudes.
In this thesis, a statistical distribution of ionospheric flow channels in the polar cap
will be presented for the first time in both hemispheres. The statistical characteristics of
the flow channels will be examined, including width, velocity, duration, and seasonal
occurrence. The solar wind conditions that lead to the formation of flow channels
will be studied in detail, determining the most important components and the IMF
stability conditions that are required to drive the flow channels. Case studies will also
be examined, to investigate the relative importance of flow channels in the distribution
of magnetic flux across the polar cap. In general, this thesis is concerned with fast flow
channels >900 m/s, in cases where there are high velocity gradients with the large-scale
background convection on either side of the channel. These fast flow channels are
associated with intervals of strong coupling between the solar wind-magnetosphere-
ionosphere system.
The findings of the thesis are important because the current statistical models of
ionospheric convection only include the large-scale, global responses of Earth’s at-
mosphere to various inputs from the Sun. They do not capture dynamic mesoscale
features, which play important roles in flux transferal across the polar cap. Density
features associated with ionospheric flow channels have also been observed to lead
to severe phase and amplitude scintillation in trans-ionopsheric radio signals, such as
those used in global navigation systems [Oksavik et al., 2015; Spicher et al., 2020].
This can affect both navigation and communication systems, which can have adverse
implications, especially for aircraft in the polar regions. A comprehensive understand-
ing of flow channels and their driving conditions will allow improvements to forecasts
that predict such disturbances. In addition, research into flow channels will enhance our
understanding of solar wind-magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling. This will lead to su-
perior space weather forecasts, which are becoming increasingly vital with expansions
in space-based infrastructure and increased activity on manned space missions.
3
Thesis Objective
The overall objective of this thesis is to investigate the role of fast ionospheric flow
channels (>900 m/s) within the polar cap. Both case studies and statistics are used to
investigate the following knowledge gaps:
1. What are the typical characteristics of fast flow channels?
2. What is the spatial distribution of fast flow channels?
3. How important are fast flow channels in the transport of magnetic flux across the
polar cap?
4. What interplanetary magnetic field conditions drive fast flow channels?
Approach
These questions are addressed through work presented in three scientific papers:
• Paper I: A Study of Automatically Detected Flow Channels in the Polar Cap
Ionosphere (Published Article)
• Paper II: A Statistical Study of Polar Cap Flow Channels and their IMF By
dependence (Accepted Article)
• Paper III: A Statistical Study of Polar Cap Flow Channels observed in Both
Hemispheres using SuperDARN Radars (Submitted Article)
In Paper I, an algorithm is developed to detect fast flow channels within Super-
DARN Longyearbyen radar data. Case studies are examined where flow channels oc-
cur on the side of a polar cap arc and within the convection throat. In Paper II, the
algorithm is applied to 2 years worth of SuperDARN Longyearbyen radar data to study
the statistical characteristics of zonal flow channels. Particular attention is paid to the
relationship of IMF By to the flow channels, as the SuperDARN Longyearbyen radar is
optimally aligned to study flow channels under the magnetic tension force applied by
IMF By. In Paper III the detection algorithm was applied to 8 SuperDARN radars, 4 in
each of the polar hemispheres. A 10 year statistical study was undertaken to investigate
the solar wind driving conditions of the flow channels.
Thesis Organisation
The relevant background theory for the thesis is presented in Chapter 2, followed by
a description of the instrumentation and data used in Chapter 3. The results are sum-
marised in Chapter 4 and discussed in Chapter 5. Conclusions and future work are




2.1 The Solar Wind and Interplanetary Magnetic Field
A constant stream of charged particles is emitted from the Sun’s corona, propagating
radially outwards and populating the solar system with plasma. These particles are
known as the solar wind, a highly conductive medium consisting primarily of ions and
electrons (mainly fully ionized hydrogen and helium atoms) due to the high tempera-
tures of 106K in the solar corona. In a highly conducting medium, magnetic field lines
are frozen into the plasma [Alfvén, 1942]. The Sun’s magnetic field is therefore carried
with the solar wind and permeates the solar system. This is known as the interplanetary
magnetic field (IMF), which was first measured and mapped by the Pioneer V probe in
1960 [Coleman Jr et al., 1960].
Although the Sun’s magnetic field is carried radially outwards with the solar wind,
the foot of the magnetic field line remains fixed to the Sun. The rotation of the Sun
therefore has a twisting effect on the configuration of the IMF and it ultimately forms a
spiral shape [Parker, 1963], as illustrated in Fig.2.1. The direction of the magnetic field
in the Northern Hemisphere is opposite that of the field in the Southern Hemisphere and
a thin current sheet separates the two [Smith, 2001]. This current sheet does not lie in
the equatorial plane, as the dipole axis and rotation axis of the Sun are offset. This
leads to a distortion of the current sheet, which is usually described as the ‘ballerina
skirt’ configuration. The relative location of the Earth to the current sheet determines
which sense of the IMF is measured at Earth, with the IMF varying between sectors of
magnetic field directed towards and away from the Sun [Hoeksema, 1995].
There are now near continuous measurements of the solar wind and IMF recorded
from in-situ spacecraft, dating back to 1996 and the advent of the WIND and ACE
spacecraft [Ogilvie and Desch, 1997; Papitashvili and Rich, 2002; Smith et al., 1998].
At the Earth, a distance of 1 AU from the Sun, the IMF typically has a speed of 450
km/s, an electron density and temperature of 5 cm−3 and 105 K, and a magnetic field
strength of 5 nT [Baumjohann and Treumann, 1997]. The IMF and solar wind dis-
play both long term predictable variability and short term, stochastic variations. The
Sun goes through an 11-year activity cycle. This is characterised by the rise and fall
of the number of visible sunspots, which are cooler regions of the Sun’s photosphere
from which the Sun’s magnetic field protrudes almost vertically upwards [Beckers and
Schröter, 1968]. At solar minimum, there are very few sunspots and the Sun’s mag-
netic field is approximately dipolar. At solar maximum, there is a higher number of
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Figure 2.1: Schematic showing the Sun and the interplanetary magnetic field, which twists
into a Parker spiral configuration due to the Sun’s rotation [Nishida et al., 2009].
sunspots and the Sun’s magnetic field is highly disordered [Babcock, 1959]. Over the
next 11 years, the sunspot number drops, the polarity of the field reverses and the cycle
begins again. On shorter time scales, phenomena such as coronal mass ejections and
co-rotating interaction regions produce IMF conditions which can strongly couple to
and drive the Earth’s magnetosphere and ionosphere [Lindsay et al., 1995].
2.2 The Ionosphere
The ionosphere is a part of the terrestrial atmosphere that contains weakly ionized
plasma, spanning from 50–1000 km in altitude. This region includes the thermosphere
and parts of the mesosphere and exosphere (Fig.2.2a). There are two sources of ionisa-
tion in the ionosphere: photoionisation by solar Extreme UltraViolet (EUV) and X-ray
radiation, and impact ionisation from energetic particle precipitation.
The ionosphere is divided into layers, based on peaks in the ionospheric electron
density profile, as shown in Fig.2.2b. There are 3 principle layers: the D region (below
90 km), E-region (90–130 km), and F-region (above 130 km). The F-region can also be
further divided into the F1- and F2-layers due to the smaller peak sometimes present in
the density profile below the main F2 peak, during daytime (EUV illuminated) hours.
Production due to solar EUV and particle precipitation and loss due to radiative and
dissociative recombination occur at varying rates [Biondi, 1969]. This results in a dy-
namic ionosphere, with the ionospheric layers often changing in shape and altitude.
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a b
Figure 2.2: Graphs showing a) the atmospheric temperature profile and associated regions and
b) the ionospheric electron density profile with the associated regions for both day and night.
Image courtesy of The Comet Program R© [2018].
There are some predictable variations, such as the changes in the layers from day to
night, as shown in Fig.2.2b. The removal of the photoionisation source at night results
in a significant reduction in the D- and E-layers. The F-region persists throughout the
night due to its lower ion-neutral collision frequency and therefore slower recombina-
tion rate. The ionosphere also shows predictable seasonal and solar cycle variations
[Richards, 2001].
2.3 Coordinate Systems
The geocentric solar magnetospheric (GSM) coordinate system (e.g. Laundal and
Richmond [2017]) is considered to be the most appropriate system to use when study-
ing the effects of the IMF components on the Earth’s magnetospheric and ionospheric
phenomena. This is because the direction of the geomagnetic field near the nose of
the magnetosphere is well ordered by this system. The orientation of the x-, y-, and
z-axes are shown in Fig.2.3a. The x-axis points along the line from the center of the
Earth (the origin) towards the center of the Sun. The y-axis is perpendicular to both the
magnetic dipole axis and the Earth-Sun line, and is positive towards dusk. The z-axis
completes the right hand set and is in the plane containing both the Earth-Sun line and
the dipole axis, positive towards the northern magnetic pole. References to northward
and southward IMF indicate a +Bz and -Bz component, respectively.
When studying features in the polar regions of Earth that are ordered by Earth’s
magnetic field, it is conventional to take a top-down view of the Earth and plot in geo-










Figure 2.3: Schematic showing a) the orientation of the geocentric solar magnetospheric coor-
dinate system (image courtesy of SpaceWeatherLive [2020]) and b) a plot of the northern polar
region in the magnetic local time/magnetic latitude (MLT/MLAT) coordinate system.
pole and geomagnetic longitude is fixed to the surface of the Earth, so it rotates with the
planet. A convenient way to visualize processes in the polar regions of Earth that are
driven by the interaction with the Sun is to introduce magnetic local time (MLT), and
use this instead of magnetic longitude. MLT allows us to organise data with respect to
the position of the Sun, and is defined by Baker and Wing [1989] as
MLT =UT +(φ +φN)/15, (2.1)
where UT is universal time, φ is the magnetic longitude, and φN is the geographic
longitude of the North centered dipole pole. Fig.2.3b shows an example plot of the
polar region MLT/magnetic latitude(MLAT) coordinates. The MLT hours of 12, 06,
00, and 18 are often referred to as noon, dawn, midnight and dusk. An observer at a
given MLAT will rotate though all hours of MLT over the course of a day, will see the
Sun rise at dawn and set at dusk, and be directed towards the Sun and magnetotail at
noon and midnight.
2.4 The Dungey Cycle
Similar to the solar wind and the IMF, the Earth’s magnetospheric plasma and geomag-
netic field are also frozen together (to a first approximation) due to Alfvén’s theorem.
The Earth’s magnetic field acts an an obstacle to the solar wind plasma flow. The two
fields cannot mix, and a current sheet is formed at the boundary between them, which is
called the magnetopause [Russell and Elphic, 1978]. The solar wind is deflected around
the magnetosphere, compressing the dayside magnetosphere and extending the night-
side out into a long magnetotail. The solar wind speed is slowed from supersonic to
subsonic speeds when it encounters the Earth’s magnetosphere, and a shock boundary
called the bow shock is formed upstream [Farris and Russell, 1994; Formisano, 1979].
The solar wind is slowed, compressed, and heated across the bow shock, which creates
a turbulent region between the bow shock and the Earth’s magnetosphere known as the
magnetosheath. These regions are illustrated in Fig.2.4.
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Figure 2.4: The Dungey cycle of the Earth’s open magnetosphere under southwards IMF. On
the top, there is a magnetospheric view of a southward IMF line as it reconnects with the
northward directed field at Earth’s magnetopause. Boundaries are labelled and field lines are
numbered at different stages in the Dungey cycle to help facilitate discussion. On the bottom,
there is an ionospheric projection of the cycle and the resulting convection, with the numbers
corresponding to the same stages as in the magnetospheric view [Kivelson et al., 1995].
10 Theoretical Background
If Alfvén’s theorem was always valid, the magnetic fields and plasma of the Earth
and the Sun would remain separated by the magnetopause and the Earth’s magneto-
sphere would form a closed cavity [Chapman and Ferraro, 1930]. There would be no
transfer of plasma, mass or momentum across this boundary. However, the approxima-
tion only holds when the spatial scales under consideration are large compared with the
electron and ion gyroradii. The magnetopause is a thin current sheet, so the approxi-
mation can break down. This break down is referred to as magnetic reconnection (e.g.
Biskamp [1996]), which allows IMF field lines to diffuse through the magnetopause
and connect with the terrestrial field lines, allowing the separate fields to merge and the
plasmas to mix. Magnetic reconnection is most effective when the magnetic shear an-
gle is large between the two regimes, maximising when the two fields are anti-parallel
[Dungey, 1961].
In 1961, Jim Dungey first realised the far reaching implications of magnetic re-
connection on the Sun-Earth interaction and the consequent circulation of the Earth’s
magnetic field and plasma. He proposed an open magnetospheric model, which is now
known as the Dungey cycle [Dungey, 1961]. Fig.2.4 shows a sequence of field lines
from 1–9, which occur under the specific case of a southwards IMF. Closed field lines
map to lower latitudes and are defined as field lines with both of their footpoints con-
necting to the Earth, one in each of the Northern and Southern Hemispheres. Open
field lines map to high-latitudes and have one footpoint on Earth and the other connect-
ing out into the IMF. The region of open field lines emerging from the north and south
poles are known as the polar cap regions. The boundary between these two types of
field lines in the Earth’s magnetosphere is known as the open-closed field line bound-
ary (OCB). Dungey [1961] suggested that at the nose of the magnetopause, magnetic
reconnection could occur between the oppositely directed northward terrestrial field
and the southward IMF (point 1 in Fig.2.4). This creates an open field line from a
previously closed field line and allows mass, momentum and energy transfer from the
solar wind to the Earth’s magnetosphere. The newly-opened field lines convect anti-
sunwards across the polar cap and gather in the magnetotail (points 2–5 in Fig.2.4). The
additional field lines exert pressure on the magnetotail, forcing the oppositely directed
magnetotail lobes together. This initiates further reconnection within the magnetotail
(point 6 in Fig.2.4) and ejects a plasmoid away from Earth (point 7 in Fig.2.4). The
field lines are then closed and flow back towards Earth and the dayside magnetopause
(points 8–9 in Fig.2.4) and the cycle begins again.
The field lines undergoing the Dungey cycle are frozen into the ionized plasma in the
high-latitude ionosphere. The motion of the field lines therefore cause the ionosphere
to flow. Fig.2.4 also shows the resultant horizontal motion of the ionosphere, where the
numbers refer to the stages of the field lines indicated in the magnetospheric section
of the diagram. The circulation takes a twin-cell convection pattern [Heelis, 1984;
Heppner and Maynard, 1987], convecting anti-sunwards over the polar cap at high-
latitudes on open field lines. At lower latitudes, the flow is in the sunwards direction
on closed field lines and is often called return flow.
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Figure 2.5: Sketch showing the form of the high-latitude convection in the Northern Hemi-







Figure 2.6: Schematic of the dayside magnetosphere as viewed from the Sun, showing dif-
ferent magnetic field configurations after reconnection under +IMF By (left) and -IMF By
(right). The thick black arrows indicate the direction of the magnetic tension force on the
newly opened field lines. The GSM coordinate system is indicated by the x, y, and z arrows.
Figure adapted from Gosling et al. [1990].
2.5 Different Reconnection Geometries
The size, shape and location of the ionospheric convection cells are affected by the
strength and orientation of the IMF. The orientation of the IMF is often referred to in








where θ ranges from 0 - 360◦. When θ is 0◦ and 180◦, the IMF is directed purely
northwards and southwards respectively, without an IMF By component. At angles of
of 90◦ and 180◦, the IMF has no Bz component and is directed towards +By and -By
respectively. Although reconnection is most effective at the dayside magnetopause for
anti-parallel fields (θ = 180◦), it can occur for a wide range of clock angles (30◦ to
330◦) [Neudegg et al., 2000]. For strongly northward IMF (45◦ < θ and θ > 315◦), the
location of the reconnection shifts to high-latitudes in the region of the magnetospheric
lobes [Cowley and Lockwood, 1992]. Statistically, a four-cell convection pattern exists
during this IMF orientation, with two ‘reverse cells’ at higher latitude (poleward of
80◦) that are driven by lobe reconnection, and an additional two cells at lower latitudes
driven by viscous processes at the magnetopause [Ruohoniemi and Greenwald, 1996].
As By becomes more dominant, the location of the reverse cells changes and one of
the cells diminishes in size, until a three-cell convection pattern is observed (Fig.2.5,
bottom row) [Huang et al., 2001].
For purely southwards IMF (θ = 180◦), the convection cells are symmetrical and
expanded due to ongoing dayside reconnection at the subsolar magnetopause. The
addition of a By component in this case causes open flux tubes to be added asymmetri-
cally into the magnetotail lobes [Jørgensen et al., 1972]. Evidence to support the IMF
By effect on the convection cells was first reported by Svalgaard [1969] and Mansurov
[1969] and the phenomenon was later named the Svalgaard-Mansurov effect. They ob-
served that in the dayside cusp region, deflections in ground based magnetometer data
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were dependent on IMF By. These signatures were interpreted as the magnetic signa-
ture of an azimuthal flow driving a Hall current along the poleward edge of the OCB,
which ultimately causes the asymmetrical loading of the magnetotail. Fig.2.6 shows
the magnetospheric configuration for reconnection with a positive By component and
a negative By component. An +IMF By component causes the addition of flux tubes
to the dawn side of the northern tail lobe and the dusk side of the southern tail lobe.
The opposite case is true for -IMF By. The resultant ionospheric convection patterns
are shown in Fig.2.5. In the Northern Hemisphere under +IMF By, the round dusk cell
dominates over the crescent shaped dawn cell, and westward flows are initiated imme-
diately poleward of the OCB. For -IMF By in the Northern Hemisphere, the cells show
the opposite configuration and eastward flows are initiated immediately poleward of
the OCB. The opposite cases are true in the Southern Hemisphere. The flows excited
by the azimuthal component of the IMF agree with the magnetic signatures observed
by Svalgaard [1969] and Mansurov [1969].
2.6 The Magnetospheric Current System
In the early twentieth century, Kristian Birkeland proposed the existence of large scale
currents that flow along Earth’s magnetic field lines, connecting the magnetosphere
to the high-latitude ionosphere [Birkeland, 1908]. This theory sparked fierce debate
within the scientific community until the space age, where in-situ measurements of the
Earth’s magnetic field at high altitudes could be made by satellites. Early satellites
detected magnetic perturbations associated with the large scale field aligned currents
[Zmuda et al., 1966], and the morphology of the currents, now named Birkeland Cur-
rents, was first deduced using Triad satellite observations [Iijima and Potemra, 1978].
The Birkeland currents are generally split into two regions: Region 1 (R1), which
flows into the ionosphere on the dawn side and out of the ionosphere on the dusk side,
and Region 2 (R2), which has the opposite polarity. These current systems form two
concentric rings, where R1 lies polewards of R2. R1 is co-located with the flow shear
between sunward and antisunward plasma flow within the two-cell convection pattern,
which is in the general region of the boundary between open and closed field lines. The
currents serve as a component in a giant magnetospheric circuit, schematically shown
in Fig.2.7. Other large scale currents flow in the magnetosphere, directed dawn-to-dusk
at the magnetopause [Chapman and Ferraro, 1930], dawn-to-dusk within the magne-
totail at the boundary between the Northern and Southern tail lobes, and westwards
due to the ring current within the inner magnetosphere [Milan et al., 2017]. The mag-
netopause currents can close either through the magnetotail in large current loops, or
also through the R1 Birkeland current, linking the magnetosphere to the ionosphere. In
the second case, Pedersen currents then flow in the ionosphere, linking the R1 and R2
current systems on the dawn side. The R2 currents connect to the partial ring current,
which then flows towards the dusk region 2 current. The Pedersen current once again
connects the dusk side R2 to the R1 current, which then flows back up to the magne-
topause, completing the circuit [Cowley, 2000]. Pedersen currents can also link the R1
current systems on the dawn and the dusk side, but generally these currents are weaker
than in the auroral zones due to a lower conductance within the polar cap [Coxon et al.,































Figure 2.7: Diagram viewed from the nightside of Earth, showing the Birkeland currents (Re-
gion 1 and Region 2), Pedersen currents in the ionosphere, and the magnetopause and ring
currents. The regions of open and closed field lines are indicated on the figure, as well as a
zoomed in view of the Birkeland currents connecting with the Pedersen currents in the South-
ern Hemisphere [Coxon et al., 2014].
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coupling. Plasma can be set into motion in the ionosphere because stresses are trans-
ferred through the current systems from the magnetosphere to the ionosphere when
reconnection occurs.
2.7 Statistical Models of the Large-Scale Ionospheric Convection
Statistical ionospheric convection patterns are crucial for understanding the overall mo-
tion of plasma over the polar cap. There have been numerous attempts to describe the
convection pattern by using a variety of observations and techniques. These include:
satellite measurements from low-altitude spacecraft (e.g. DMSP) [Hairston and Heelis,
1990; Heppner and Maynard, 1987; Heppner, 1977; Papitashvili et al., 1999; Papi-
tashvili and Rich, 2002; Rich and Hairston, 1994; Weimer, 1995, 1996, 2005], high
altitude spacecraft (e.g. Cluster) [Föerster et al., 2007; Förster and Haaland, 2015;
Förster et al., 2009; Haaland et al., 2007], incoherent scatter radars (e.g. Millstone
Hill) [Foster et al., 1986; Foster, 1983; Holt et al., 1987; Oliver et al., 1983; Peymirat
and Fontaine, 1997; Senior et al., 1990; Zhang et al., 2007], ground-based magnetome-
ter arrays [Friis-Christensen et al., 1985; Papitashvili et al., 1994; Ridley et al., 2000],
and coherent scatter radars (e.g. SuperDARN) [Cousins and Shepherd, 2010; Pettigrew
et al., 2010; Ruohoniemi and Greenwald, 1996, 2005; Thomas and Shepherd, 2018].
The most widely used statistical convection maps are derived by combining many
years of velocity measurements from radars within the SuperDARN network to produce
global maps of electrostatic potential, expressed as series expansions in spherical har-
monics [Ruohoniemi and Greenwald, 1996]. The method behind the convection map
is shown in Section 3.1.3, along with an example plot. These models allow a predic-
tion of the overall plasma motion in the ionosphere with respect to IMF orientation and
dipole tilt angle conditions. They are well constrained in areas of good data coverage,
but are entirely model dependent in areas without data. The model used to produce the
convection map has evolved over the years, as more radars were built to increase cov-
erage, longer time series became available, and software improvements allow a higher
quality of data for input. Currently, the TS18 model [Thomas and Shepherd, 2018]
is used as the default model in convection map generation, which was derived using
measurements for mid, high, and polar latitude radars from the years 2010-2016.
However, each cell in a global convection map is a 111 km x 111 km square, and
small scale velocity structures will not reproduce as well as large-scale features in con-
vection map contours. Bristow et al. [2016] has addressed this issue by implementing a
new technique termed Local Divergence-Free Fitting (LDFF). This technique assumes
the velocity field to be divergence free to produce high resolution local convection
maps. This work will allow for smaller scale velocity features to be examined in un-
precedented detail. However, the uncertainty in the location of the observations due to
high frequency (HF) signal propagation becomes more critical at higher resolution and
can be larger than the specified grid resolution. This uncertainty should be minimised
to allow the technique to give the most realistic results at high resolutions, and show







Figure 2.8: Schematic showing the approximate location of flow channels in the polar cap
region. The OCB is indicated as the black encompassing circle. The view of the polar cap
is that of an MLAT/MLT diagram, with noon at the top and dusk to the left. Various types
of flow channels and optical features are indicated in the diagram and discussed further in the
text. Figure adapted from Lyons et al. [2016].
2.8 Distribution of Flow Channels in the Polar Ionosphere
The large-scale convection is frequently punctuated by mesoscale (100-500 km) fea-
tures, that flow in the same direction as the background convection, but at an enhanced
velocity. These structures are called ionospheric flow channels and are the main topic
of this thesis. The following sections will summarise the research on flow channels in
different regions of the ionosphere, including their signatures in different types of data,
the configuration of the magnetic field lines they occur on, their characteristic length
and duration, and the driving mechanisms behind their excitation.
Fig.2.8 shows a schematic of flow channels detected within different regions of
the polar cap and their associated auroral forms. On the dayside, close to the cusp
region there are observations of Flow Channel Events (FCEs; Section 2.9.1), Pulsed
Ionospheric Flows (PIFs; Section 2.9.2), and Reversed Flow Events (RFEs; Section
2.9.3), which have been linked with an optical signature known as a Poleward Moving
Auroral Form (PMAF; Section 2.13). Deeper into the polar cap, flow channels are
associated with airglow patches (Section 2.13), which drift from the dayside to the
nightside, embedded within the background convection flow. Flow channels have also
been associated with polar cap arcs (Section 2.12). On the nightside, flow channels
have been observed in associated with Poleward Boundary Intensifications (PBIs) and
auroral streamers (Section 2.10.1). All of the aforementioned flow channels except the
auroral streamers occur on open field lines in the polar cap and are the most relevant
flow channels to this thesis. However, there have also been cases of flow channels on
closed field lines, in the sub-auroral return flow regions, which are also presented for
completeness (Section 2.11).
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Figure 2.9: The current, ionospheric flow and magnetic field orientation surrounding a flux
transfer event [Southwood, 1987]. The directions are appropriate for a location in the high-
latitude Northern Hemisphere, where the Earth’s magnetic field is orientated vertically down-
ward.
There is a large body of literature on certain types of flow channels with locations
that are constrained in MLT/MLAT. The links, if there are any, between the different
types of flow channels is an open question in the field. The following sections will give
a detailed insight into ionospheric flow channels and their optical counterparts.
2.9 Dayside Transients
Transient recconnection at the dayside magnetopause occurs in bursts known as Flux
Transfer Events (FTEs), characterised by a bi-polar variation in the boundary-normal
component of the magnetic field within spacecraft data [Haerendel et al., 1978; Russell
and Elphic, 1978, 1979]. Southwood [1987] predicted that as a flux tube accelerates
away from the reconnection site, the information is communicated from the magneto-
sphere to the ionosphere via Alfvén waves (1–2 mins), and the foot of the flux tube
begins to move through the ionosphere. To overcome the drag caused by ion-neutral
collisions and continue its motion in the ionosphere, the solar wind transfers momen-
tum via field aligned currents (Birkeland currents) on the flanks of the flux tube [Glass-
meier and Stellmacher, 1996; Southwood, 1985, 1987; Southwood and Hughes, 1983].
These field aligned currents are closed in the ionosphere via Pedersen currents. The j
x B force associated with the Pedersen currents points in the direction of motion of the
flux tube, providing the momentum to counter the drag from the ion-neutral collisions,
driving a vortex-like flow in the ionosphere. The orientation of the currents and flows
discussed are shown in Fig. 2.9, where the FTE moves to the left in this case. South-
wood [1987] suggested that these ionospheric FTE signatures should be detectable as
anti-sunward jets of high speed plasma flow in the vicinity of the dayside polar cap
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boundary.
2.9.1 Flow Channel Events (FCEs)
Many years after FTEs were identified in satellite data, the first observations of ground-
based FTE signatures were reported [Goertz et al., 1985; Van Eyken et al., 1984]. Since
then, the ground-based signatures of FTEs have been observed multiple times, includ-
ing many observations by the HF SuperDARN radars. Pinnock et al. [1993] measured
the ionospheric response to FTEs in SuperDARN radar data as a high velocity flow
channel in the F-region ionosphere. The structure, which they named a Flow Channel
Event (FCE), was detected with the Halley radar (Antarctica), one of the two radars in
the Polar Anglo-American Conjugate Experiment (PACE), which later became part of
the SuperDARN network [see Section 3.1]. Pinnock et al. [1993] described the flow
channel as a longitudinally elongated (> 900 km), latitundinally narrow (100 km) chan-
nel of enhanced convection at high negative velocities (< -2-3 km/s). The flow channel
is shown in Fig.2.10a as a velocity enhancement away from the radar, contained within
the black oval. The flow channel occurred under -IMF Bz (-12 nT), -IMF By (-3nT)
conditions, and moved in a westward, anti-sunward direction, which is consistent with
the magnetic tension forces exerted on the newly opened field lines in the Southern
Hemisphere.
Marchaudon et al. [2004] detected signatures associated with an FTE within North-
ern Hemisphere SuperDARN data and coincident data from the Ørsted satellite. This
satellite data was the first in-situ measurement of the FAC system surrounding a flow
channel. Fig. 2.10b shows the direction of the FACs surrounding the flow channel
along the satellites orbit. The flow channel is associated with the high-latitude pair of
FACs (3 & 4), where (3) is pointing downward on the equatorward flank of the flow
channel and (4) is pointing upwards on the poleward flank of the flow channel. This ori-
entation of currents confirmed the Southwood [1987] model and the same configuration
of currents can be seen in the schematic in Fig.2.9.
2.9.2 Pulsed Ionospheric Flows (PIFs)
The FTE category of flow channel was further researched by Provan et al. [1998].
They employed a special two-beam, high temporal resolution scanning mode on the
Hanksalmi SuperDARN radar and observed a series of FCE signatures poleward of the
dayside convection reversal boundary. They noted that the signatures occurred period-
ically with a recurrence rate of between 7 to 8 minutes, similar to the mean recurrence
rate of FTEs (8 minutes) [Lockwood and Wild, 1993; Rijnbeek et al., 1984]. Neudegg
et al. [2000] conducted a survey of FTEs and flow bursts in the polar ionosphere using
data from the Equator-S spacecraft and SuperDARN HF radars. They found the two
features to be statistically associated with greater than 99% confidence.
In a two-year statistical study of PIFs between March 1995 - February 1997 using
the same high resolution radar mode as in the previously mentioned study, Provan et al.
[1999] researched the influence of the IMF By component on the magnetic local time
location of PIFs. They observed that in the Northern Hemisphere, the PIF location
shifted towards the post-noon for a +IMF By and the pre-noon for -IMF By. The
flow direction of the PIFs is then west (east) for positive (negative) IMF By. This
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Figure 2.10: Examples of flow channels within SuperDARN data. Panel A shows a flow
channel, which is indicated by a black oval, measured by the Halley radar in Antarctica on 6
October 1998 at 15:08 UT [Pinnock et al., 1993]. Panel B shows a flow channel, the region
of red cells indicating fast flow away from the radar, measured by the Kapuskasing radar
in the Northern Hemisphere on 12 September 1999 at 17:26 UT [Marchaudon et al., 2004].
The Ørsted satellite orbit is shown on the map with calculated field aligned currents plotted
perpendicular to the orbit, where labels 1–4 correspond to different small-scale current sheets.
Note that noon is at the bottom in panel A and at the top in panel B, and different velocity












Figure 2.11: Example plots showing Reversed Flow Events (RFEs). Panel A shows measure-
ments from the EISCAT Svalbard radar, which in this case scans in the clockwise direction (as
indicated by the black arrow) over the course of ∼3 minutes. Positive ion velocities (red) are
directed away from the radar, and negative (blue) are directed towards the radar. The RFE, cir-
cled in a green ellipse, is a thin channel of flow moving towards the radar. Panel B shows a
RFE within SuperDARN Hankasalmi data. In this case, positive (negative) flows are towards
(away) from the radar. The RFE, indicated with a magenta arrow, is the thin channel of red
(westwards) velocity embedded in blue (eastwards) background flow. Convection contours are
indicated by solid and dashed lines. Figures adapted from a) Rinne et al. [2007] and b) Oksavik
et al. [2011].
supports the theory that the PIFs map to newly reconnected field lines at the dayside
magnetopause, as the flow is still dominated by the field tension effect associated with
IMF By.
2.9.3 Reversed Flow Events (RFEs)
The flow directions of all the flow channels discussed have so far been in the same
direction as the large-scale ionospheric convection. Using the EISCAT Svalbard Radar
(ESR), Rinne et al. [2007] discovered a new type of flow channel near the cusp inflow
region, where the enhanced flow opposed the IMF By induced magnetic tension pull on
newly opened field lines, and was therefore in the opposite direction to the background
convection. They named this feature a Reversed Flow Event (RFE), which characterises
a ∼100-200 km wide East-West (E-W) elongated flow channel that extends out of the
ESR field-of-view (600 km) with an average duration of ∼18 minutes. Oksavik et al.
[2011] later observed several examples of RFEs within SuperDARN data. Examples of
observations by Rinne et al. [2007] and Oksavik et al. [2011] are presented in Fig.2.11.
The Southwood [1987] model (described in Section 2.9) predicts that there should
be return flows on either side of the center flux. If RFEs were signatures of these re-
turn flows, they should be generated in pairs. However, Rinne et al. [2007] noted only
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one return flow, or two that developed at different instances and must be assumed to
be linked to separate FTEs. To explain these observations, which occur during signifi-
cant IMF By conditions, they propose an asymmetric version of the Southwood [1987]
model. In this case, only the poleward cell of the Southwood [1987] model becomes ob-
servable, as flow on the equatorward side lies close to the adiaroic OCB, across which
plasma cannot flow. Later observations by Moen et al. [2008] showed for every RFE,
there was a thin auroral form aligned with the clockwise convection reversal. They sug-
gest two alternative explanations to the Southwood [1987] model interpretation. Either
RFEs are located between two large-scale current loops, or RFEs are the ionospheric
footprint of an inverted-V type coupling region. These two explanations may also be
related to each other, but further research is required to determine the exact RFE driver.
2.10 Nightside Flow Channels
Flow channels have also been observed in association with optical features within and
close to the nightside auroral oval. As on the dayside, these features have been sug-
gested to be driven by reconnection, except now the key region involved lies within the
magnetotail instead of the dayside magnetopause. Specifically, nightside flow channels
have been associated with poleward boundary intensifications (PBIs) [Zou et al., 2014],
auroral streamers [Gallardo-Lacourt et al., 2014], and auroral substorms [Nishimura
et al., 2010a,b; Ohtani et al., 2018].
2.10.1 Poleward Boundary Intensifications & Auroral Streamers
PBIs are a rapid, localised brightening at or near the poleward boundary of the nightside
auroral oval, which occur during all levels of geomagnetic activity [Lyons et al., 2011].
Zesta et al. [2002] investigated the two-dimensional structure of PBIs and found that
they can appear as arcs that are aligned North-South (N-S), East-West (E-W), or tilted,
or as more complicated structures, such as beads, swirls, and patches. Thin features
called auroral streamers can stem from PBIs, extending toward the equatorwards edge
of the auroral oval [Henderson et al., 1998]. The orientation of the streamer may be
N-S, E-W, or a mixture of both. The streamers follow the convection pattern and are
turned azimuthally when they approach the equatorward boundary of the auroral oval
[Kauristie et al., 2003]. The distinction between PBIs and auroral streamers is not well
defined, just as the definitions of PBIs and streamers themselves are not well defined.
This introduces ambiguities between the two phenomena as there is not a clear, definite
point in their evolution where PBIs can then be classified as streamers. However, in
general, PBIs are considered to be transient auroral intensifications at the poleward
boundary of the auroral oval, while auroral streamers are arcs that are approximately
aligned in the N-S direction [Farrugia et al., 2001; Zesta et al., 2011].
A statistical study by Zou et al. [2014] using SuperDARN and All Sky Imager
data found that PBIs and flow channels were associated in 90% of cases. These flow
channels extended from the polar cap region on open field lines towards the poleward
boundary of the auroral oval, where the PBI was located. The flow channel either oc-






Figure 2.12: Examples of flow channels observed in SuperDARN Rankin Inlet data with op-
tical features shown in white light from the THEMIS All Sky Imager at Rankin Inlet. Panel
A shows a flow channel (FC) moving toward the auroral oval in conjunction with a poleward
boundary intensification (PBI) [Zou et al., 2014]. Panel B shows a thin North-South aligned
auroral streamer with a flow channel on the eastern edge [Gallardo-Lacourt et al., 2014]. Pos-
itive/negative flows indicate flows towards/away from the radar.
8 second resolution SuperDARN data were available, as opposed to 1 or 2 minute res-
olution data. An example of a FC-PBI event from this study is shown in Fig.2.12a.
Zou et al. [2014] suggest that these results indicate that as the flow channel reaches the
OCB, its magnetospheric counterpart in the magnetotail lobe triggers nightside recon-
nection. They suggest that PBIs can be the ionospheric manifestation of the association
between flow channels in the polar cap/lobe region, magnetotail reconnection and fast
flows in the plasma sheet when mapped to the ionosphere.
PBIs can develop into N-S aligned auroral streamers. Gallardo-Lacourt et al. [2014]
used SuperDARN data and All Sky Imager data to confirm that equatorward flow chan-
nels were associated with streamers in ∼90% of 135 cases. The equatorwards flows
had an average width of 75 km and were located 58 km to the east of the streamer. An
example of a FC-streamer event from this study is shown in Fig.2.12b. These flows
have been suggested to be the ionospheric signature of longitudinally localised earth-
ward flow bursts in the plasma sheets, called Bursty Bulk Flows (BBFs) [Angelopoulos
et al., 1992; Henderson et al., 1998; Xing et al., 2010]. BBFs are triggered by magneto-
tail reconnection and play a key role in flux transport processes in the magnetosphere.
Note that in both Fig.2.12a and b, the velocity does not reach over 400 m/s. These
speeds are still considered fast as the location of the echos are within the first 11 range
gates of the RKN radar. These short range echos likely scatter from the E-region iono-
sphere, where flows cannot exceed the ion acoustic speed (∼400 m/s) [Koustov et al.,
2005].
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2.10.2 Nightside Flow Channels & Substorm Onset
Nishimura et al. [2010b] suggests that PBIs, streamers and their associated ionospheric
flow and current systems could play an important role in the initiation of substorm
onset. They present statistics and event studies that show the following sequence of
events: PBIs develop into N-S aligned auroral streamers, the streamers propagate to-
wards the equatorwards arc in the auroral oval, and a substorm onset is triggered. How-
ever, Ohtani et al. [2018] highlights that caution must be taken in the interpretation
of observations of PBIs and streamers. They point out that streamers and PBIs have
no clear definition, which can lead to different kinds of phenomena being identified as
PBIs. For example, some studies focus on new arcs that quickly diminish and others on
events where the aurora is dynamic for several minutes. PBIs also evolve in many dif-
ferent ways [Zesta et al., 2002], and although much attention has been directed to the
type of PBIs that produce streamers, it is unknown if all types of PBIs have the same
cause or are driven by completely separate processes. Also, in many cases the pole-
ward boundary of the auroral oval is difficult to identify visually and only in very few
cases are spacecraft conjunctions available to validate the boundary with particle pre-
cipitation measurements [Zou et al., 2014]. Forsyth et al. [2020] also points out that
magnetic mapping using available models is rather uncertain, and is particularly chal-
lenging at the outer edge of the auroral oval. Here, small changes in latitude can map
to large distances downtail and therefore, determining the magnetospheric regions that
are linked to PBIs and streamers may be challenging and could be easily confused as
the phenomena are spatially close to one another in the ionosphere.
The concern of Ohtani et al. [2018] on the onset sequence proposed in Nishimura
et al. [2010b] that is most relevant to this thesis involves the arrival of the flow chan-
nels at the nightside auroral oval. Zou et al. [2014] suggests that flow channels and
PBIs are linked through magnetotail reconnection. Ohtani et al. [2018] suggest that
an alternate (or additional) mechanism may be at play. When the flow channel ap-
proaches the boundary, its associated E-field could drive ionospheric currents which
diverge and converge at the boundary due to the sharp increase in ionospheric conduc-
tivity from the polar cap to the auroral oval in this region. PBIs could then result from
electron precipitation in conjunction with the upwards field aligned current [Ohtani
and Yoshikawa, 2016]. This process is called ionospheric electrostatic polarisation. It
is currently unknown if magnetotail reconnection, ionospheric electrostatic polarisa-
tion, or a combination of the two are the consequence of flow channels approaching
the nightside auroral boundary. This problem could potentially require the presence of
more spacecraft missions at a range of distances within the magnetotail to fully resolve
[Forsyth et al., 2020].
2.11 Flow Channels on the Flanks
In contrast to the view that momentum transfer from the magnetosphere to the iono-
sphere is restricted to ‘newly-opened field lines’ [Lockwood et al., 1990], flow chan-
nels have been reported deeper inside the polar cap on ‘old-open field lines’. These are
field lines that have reconnected >10 minutes previously and drifted downstream of the
cusp. This type of flow channel has been attributed to the solar wind magnetosphere
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Figure 2.13: Schematic of the current systems related to FC 2, with a view from the magne-
totail towards the Sun. The configuration in both the Northern Hemisphere and the Southern
Hemisphere are shown for left) -IMF By and right) +IMF By. Current systems are labelled for
the magnetopause (JMP), the low latitude boundary layer (LLBL) and for the R1/R2 and C1/C2
systems. The particular fields involved with FC 2 are represented by dashed lines, occurring
on old open field lines (OOFL). Figure from Sandholt and Farrugia [2009].
dynamo in the high-latitude boundary layer [Farrugia et al., 2004; Sandholt and Far-
rugia, 2007; Sandholt et al., 2004]. The feet of the field lines are then located in mantle
or polar rain precipitation. Using data from DMSP satellites under intervals of stable
IMF (during interplanetary coronal mass ejections), Sandholt and Farrugia [2009] de-
tected flow channels between 6–9 MLT and 15–18 MLT that were a few hundred km
wide and travelled anti-sunward at velocities between 1.5-3 km/s. The location of the
channel (dawn or dusk) depended on the sign of IMF By, occurring on the dawn side
for +IMF By and the dusk side for -IMF By, with the reverse true in the Southern Hemi-
sphere. The corresponding currents and fields around the flow channel for +IMF By
and -IMF By in both hemispheres are shown in Fig.2.13. The flow channel, marked as
FC 2, occurs on old-open field lines (marked as OOFL), and is the result of the Ped-
ersen current closure of the C1/C2 system (defined by Sandholt and Farrugia [2009],
shown in Fig.2.13) in the ionosphere and therefore maximises at the interface between
the C1/C2 Birkeland currents. Using particle data from the DMSP satellites, Sand-
holt and Farrugia [2009] showed that C1 is distributed over a wide latitudinal range in
the polar cap in a region of polar rain precipitation and connects to the magnetopause
current at high altitudes. They also showed that C2 flows on the poleward side of the
convection reversal boundary, in the same direction as the R1 current. The precipita-
tion associated with C2 is boundary plasma sheet and Low Latitude Boundary Layer
(LLBL) type precipitation.
There have also been observations of flow channels occurring on closed field lines.
In the mid-latitude, dusk/night ionosphere, strong polewards electric fields equator-
ward of the auroral oval drive a phenomenon named sub-auroral polarisation streams
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(SAPS) [Foster and Burke, 2002]. The polewards electric fields are thought be due to
the separation of the inner electron and ion boundaries of the ring current in response
to enhanced magnetospheric convection. A localised (1–2◦) enhancement often called
a sub-auroral ion drift (SAID) is observed within the SAPS, predominantly between
18-2 MLT at the equatorwards edge of the auroral oval, which can exceed 1 km/s in
the westward direction [Spiro et al., 1979]. In addition to SAPS/SAIDs, there have
been reports of flow bursts on closed field lines within the sunward return flow region
at lower latitudes in the morning and/or afternoon sectors [Moen et al., 1995]. These
flow occur during periods of transient dayside reconnection and are consistent with the
Cowley and Lockwood [1992] model of flow generation by pulsed reconnection.
2.12 Polar Cap Arcs (PCAs)
Polar cap arcs (PCAs) have also been associated with flow channels. PCAs are thin
bands of auroral emission caused by precipitating electrons. They occur predomi-
nantly under northward IMF and geomagnetically quiet conditions [Berkey et al., 1976;
Gussenhoven, 1982]. These arcs can often be aligned in the direction of the sun, and
have consequently also been referred to as Sun-aligned arcs. PCAs usually connect to
the nightside auroral oval in the midnight or dawn/dusk sectors, but on occasion also
connect to the dayside oval, spanning the entire polar cap [Frank et al., 1982]. There
are many types of polar cap arcs that each have different shapes and motions. Bending
arcs, for example, are faint polar cap arcs that form under IMF By-dominated condi-
tions and in most cases IMF Bz is close to zero. While the tailward arc end remains
attached to the oval, the dayside arc end can detach from the oval and move succes-
sively antisunward before fading within tens of minutes [Carter et al., 2015; Kullen
et al., 2015].
Zou et al. [2015a] identified 34 polar cap arcs using all sky imagers and used the
poleward directed SuperDARN radars at Rankin Inlet and Inuvik to measure the iono-
spheric convection velocity. They observe a good correspondence between polar cap
arcs and equatorward flow channels on the nightside when radar echos were available.
They note that as polar cap arcs extend towards and connect to the nightside oval, PBIs
are triggered in 85% of the cases. The PBIs occur within 10 mins of the connection
and ± 1 hr MLT from the location of contact. They suggest that extensive monitoring
of the ionospheric flow channels associated with the PCAs as they stretch towards the
auroral oval could then allow for a forecast of the nightside oval disturbances.
2.13 The Propagation & Evolution of Dayside Transients
Attempts have been made to track the ionospheric response to FTEs as the associated
mesoscale flow systems move away from the polar cap boundary and into the polar cap.
One way this can be achieved is by monitoring the optical signatures of FTEs, which
are known as Poleward Moving Auroral Forms (PMAFs) [Fasel et al., 1993; Horwitz
and Akasofu, 1977; Vorobjev et al., 1975]. PMAFs are characterised by a brightening in
the aurora near the equatorward boundary of the dayside aurora (known as equatorward
boundary intensifications (EBIs)), followed by a poleward motion, ending in a fading
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Figure 2.14: Schematic of the evolution of a PMAF from an EBI into a patch and the associated
currents and flows. In this case the PMAF occurs under -IMF Bz and +IMF By conditions.
Figure from Frey et al. [2019].
of the PMAF ∼500 km poleward of its formation point [Fasel, 1995; Sandholt et al.,
1989]. The auroral emissions due to PMAFs appear in both the red (630 nm) and green
(557.7 nm) lines, but are most prominent in the red line. The emissions are caused by
particle precipitation in the region of upward FACs on the appropriate flank of flow
channels. In the Northern Hemisphere, for -IMF By the flow direction in the flow
channel is duskward, the configuration of the current systems are shown in Fig.2.9, and
the emissions and upwards FACs are located on the equatorward boundary of the flow
channel. For the case of +IMF By in the Northern Hemisphere, the flow direction in
the flow channel is dawnwards and the upwards FACs and emissions are located on the
poleward boundary of the flow channel, as in Fig.2.14. The opposite case is true in the
Southern Hemisphere. PMAFs are typically 2-10 min in duration with a periodicity
of 5–15 min [Sandholt et al., 1986] and a poleward propagation speed of ∼1 km/s
[Oksavik et al., 2005].
Lorentzen et al. [2010] observed a series of PMAFs with in-situ data from the In-
vestigation of Cusp Irregularities 2 sounding rocket, data from the EISCAT Svalbard
Radar, and optical data from all sky cameras and a meridian scanning photometer.
They noted that in relation to each PMAF, a patch of enhanced ionisation moved into
the polar cap. When measured in the 630 nm emission line, these regions of enhanced
electron density in the F-region ionosphere are known as airglow patches. The en-
hancement in the 630 nm line is due to excited oxygen atoms that are created by slow
recombination (around 1 hour) between electrons and molecular oxygen ions [Weber
et al., 1986]. This evolution is shown in Fig.2.14 for a -IMF Bz and +IMF By con-
figuration. An EBI is closely followed by a PMAF and its associated flow channel,
which then propagates poleward and evolves into an airglow patch when the 557.7 nm
precipitation associated with the PMAF fades.
This diagram seems to suggest that the flow channel fades with the PMAF and is
not present deeper into the polar cap. This is an open area of research and the precise
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way in which the mesoscale flow features move from the dayside and over the polar
cap, and what the magnetospheric drivers of such features are is unknown [Lyons et al.,
2016]. Milan et al. [2000] suggested that an initially confined region of newly opened
flux will spread out as it is transported and assimilated into the polar cap. However,
Rinne et al. [2010] observed a sequence of flow channels in the cusp region resulting
from alternating IMF By positive and IMF By negative driving conditions. These flow
channels were stacked next to each other and remained separated as they moved into
the polar cap. This separation remained until the magnetic tension forces associated
with the IMF By component relaxed and the FACs separating the flow channels were
no longer driven.
Zou et al. [2015b] also observes that flow channels can persist deeper into the po-
lar cap, and suggests that they coexist with airglow patches as they traverse the polar
cap. They show that within a case study of 93 airglow patches, 67% of the patches
were related to flow channels for over 70% of their propagation. These flow channels
are however at a lower velocity than those typically seen in the dayside cusp region,
moving with the patches at speeds of 600 m/s, which was ∼200-300 m/s higher than
the background flow. Although it is difficult to obtain appropriate simultaneous cover-
age of both the plasma flows and the optical signatures of the patches across the entire
polar cap, Nishimura et al. [2014] showed a case of nearly continuous observations
of a dayside PMAF evolving into an airglow patch, drifting to the nightside, and trig-
gering a PBI at the nightside auroral oval. Analysis of line-of-sight SuperDARN data
from radars located close to the cusp and nightside oval suggest that flow channels are
associated with the patch, with a 900 m/s magnitude near the dayside cusp and a 500
m/s magnitude close to the nightside auroral oval. Goodwin et al. [2019] uses con-
junctions between the Cluster spacecraft and the Resolute Bay image to investigate the
drivers for the system of currents and flow channels surrounding airglow patches. Their
observations suggests that a magnetospheric driver is responsible, where more visible
associated lobe structures are observed for newly-created, luminous patches than for
older, fading patches. However, further observations and statistical studies are required
to fully understand the role, characterisation, and link between flow channels in differ-
ent areas of the polar cap.
2.14 The Sandholt & Farrugia (SF) Framework
The past few sections highlight that flow channels have been associated with a multi-
tude of different features at a range of different MLT/MLATs. To study flow channels
at different stages within the Dungey cycle, works mainly by Sandholt and Farrugia
[Sandholt and Farrugia, 2009; Sandholt et al., 2010] have classified flow channels
into different categories. Fig.2.15 shows a schematic from Andalsvik et al. [2011] that
depicts the fields and flows related to the various categories of flow channels at differ-
ent stages in the Dungey cycle. The illustration is based on a combined high-latitude
boundary layer (HBL) - low-latitude boundary layer (LLBL) - tail plasma sheet model.
The flow channel categories include: FC 1 (red arrows), FC 2 (blue arrows), FC 3
(green arrows), FC 4 (yellow arrows) and FC 0 (not shown in the diagram). From now
on the collection of these flow channels will be referred to as the SF framework.
FC 1 and FC 2 are dayside driven flow channels. The difference between the two
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Figure 2.15: Schematic of the Sandholt & Farrugia framework for flow channels at different
stages in the Dungey cycle. FC 1, 2, 3, and 4 are marked by red, blue, green and yellow
arrows respectively. Upwards currents are represented by dots and downward by crosses.
Newly Opened Field Lines (NOFL) and Old Opened Field Lines (OOFL) are labelled, as are
the High-latitude Boundary Layer (HBL) and Low-latitude Boundary Layer (LLBL) regions.
The current systems are labelled for the magnetopause (JMP), Partial Ring Current (PRC),
Cross Tail Current (CTC), and Birkeland currents (R1 and R2). The electric fields of the solar
wind and tail lobes are labelled ESW and ET L respectively. The electric fields and currents
surrounding Bursty Bulk Flows (BBFs) are also displayed in the magnetotail. Figure from
Andalsvik et al. [2011].
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lies in the duration since the field lines experienced dayside reconnection. FC 1 occurs
on newly opened field lines (NOFL) close to the dayside OCB, with time since recon-
nection <10 minutes. This category contains flow channels such as FCEs and PIFs.
FC 2 occur on old open field lines (OOFL), which reconnected ∼10-20 minutes pre-
viously. These field lines are seen in the vicinity of the dawn and dusk flanks. FC 2
characteristics are explained in detail in Section 2.11.
FC 3 and FC 4 are driven by processes on the nightside and their field lines are con-
nected to the tail lobe and plasma sheet respectively. FC 3 occurs on open field lines that
are located immediately polewards of the nightside auroral oval and are related to the
closure of lobe flux [Wang et al., 2010]. This category contain the equatorward flows
seen in relation to PBIs (Section 2.10.1). FC 4 are associated with westward electrojet
enhancements and auroral streamer events (Section 2.10.1) and their magnetospheric
link to bursty bulk flows is shown in the diagram. FC 4 can be seen to extend towards
the dusk flank on closed field lines and therefore also contains the SAPS/SAIDs cate-
gory of flow channel (Section 2.11). Lastly, FC 0 (not shown in the diagram) occurs on
closed field lines in the dayside return flow region, and can therefore be associated the
category of flow channel observed by Moen et al. [1995] (Section 2.11).
2.15 Unresolved Problems & Open Questions
The previous sections on ionospheric flow channels have summarised the research in
the field so far. Many different types of flow channels have been identified within the
polar cap with various associated optical signatures. The SF framework provides the
basis to begin to classify these flow channels in relation to their stage of evolution, with
respect to the Dungey cycle. The majority of these studies focus on case studies using
DMSP passes to investigate flow channels [Andalsvik et al., 2011; Sandholt and Far-
rugia, 2009]. However, the data have a limited coverage both temporally and spatially
as the observations are limited to the few minutes that the satellite traverses the FC and
only along the satellite track. While case studies have been invaluable in providing in-
cite about certain types flow channels, they are limited to the particular solar wind and
ionospheric conditions at the time of measurement. When statistical case studies have
been used, they focus only on a range of certain MLT/MLATs.
In this thesis, an algorithm is developed that can detect flow channels in both hemi-
spheres, at all MLTs, with an extensive MLAT coverage in the high-latitude polar cap
regions. The algorithm targets fast flow channels >900 m/s, as during these times
there is a high degree of solar-wind-magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling. The follow-
ing knowledge gaps will be addressed:
• What is the characteristic velocity, duration, and width of ionospheric flow chan-
nels in the polar cap?
• What is the distribution of flow channels within the polar cap, as open field lines
pass through different stages of the Dungey cycle?
• What solar wind conditions drive fast flow channels, and how does the distribution
of flow channels change for different IMF orientations?
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• How important is the role of flow channels in the transportation of flux across the
polar cap?




3.1 Radar Measurements of Ionospheric Flows
The Super Dual Auroral Radar Network (SuperDARN) is an international chain of
high-frequency coherent scatter radars, which are used to measure horizontal plasma
flow in the F-region ionosphere [Chisham et al., 2007; Greenwald et al., 1995]. The
fields-of-view (FOVs) of the radars are each approximately 2500 km in range and 52◦
in azimuth, therefore covering large areas in both hemispheres, as shown in Fig.3.1.
The FOVs are coloured green, blue, and red to indicate polar, high-latitude and mid-
latitude radars and a unique three letter station ID is indicated at the position of each
radar. Particularly relevant to this thesis, are the Longyearbyen (LYR), Rankin Inlet
(RKN), Inuvik (INV) and Clyde River (CLY) radars in the NH and the South Pole
Station (SPS), Dome C (DCE), McMurdo (MCM) and Zongshan (ZHO) radars in the
SH.
Each SuperDARN radar is a monostatic, phased-array radar with a main array and
an interferometer array. Fig.3.2 shows a section of the 16 twin-terminated folded dipole
antennas in the main array of the SuperDARN Longyearbyen radar. The main array
can both transmit and receive, whereas the interferometer array, not included in the
image, consists of 4 antenna with receive capability only and is used for elevation angle
determination [Milan et al., 1997a].
Each radar is low power (around 10 kW) and operates continuously throughout the
year. Electronic phasing is used to direct 3◦ wide beams through 16–24 longitudinally-
spaced directions, spanning the entire FOV. Each beam is divided into range gates of 45
km resolution. There are various modes of possible operation. In common mode, there
is a typical dwell time of 3 seconds or 7 seconds on each beam, corresponding to a full
azimuthal scan time of 1 or 2 minutes. Typically, the radars run in common mode for
50% of each month. Another mode used in this thesis is known as two-f-sound mode.
In the two-f-sound mode, the radar completes a scan every 1 minute, but alternates
between 2 different transmission frequencies. The remainder of the available time is
allocated to special and discretionary modes, where a range of different beam scanning
or beam swinging patterns are possible upon request.
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Figure 3.1: Fields-of-view of the SuperDARN radars in a) the Northern Hemisphere and b) the
Southern Hemisphere. The fields-of-view are coloured based on latitude, where green, blue,
and red represent polar, high-latitude, and mid-latitude radars respectively. The radar codes
are indicated at the location of each radar. Image from Nishitani et al. [2019].
Figure 3.2: Image of a section of the main antenna array of the SuperDARN Longyearbyen
radar. Image courtesy of Mikko Syrjäsuo (UNIS) [2017].
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Figure 3.3: Schematic showing possible radio wave propogation modes and regions where
backscatter can occur. Half integers indicate ionospheric backscatter, while whole numbers
are ground scatter. Three rays are shown, which are elaborated on within the text. Figure
adapted from Milan et al. [1997b].
3.1.1 High Frequency Radio Wave Propagation & Backscatter
SuperDARN radars are frequency agile, operating within the high frequency range (8-
20 MHz). This range was chosen as at high latitudes, where Earth’s magnetic field is
near-vertical, the wave can be continuously refracted in the ionosphere until it propa-
gates almost horizontally. The wave thus becomes orthogonal to the Earth’s ambient
magnetic field, satisfying the Bragg condition in Eqn.3.1, in both the E- and F-regions
and ionospheric backscatter can be observed. At the point of reflection when the wave
first encounters the E- or F-region ionosphere, only a fraction of the wave is reflected,
while the rest continues along its path and can be refracted back towards the ground.
At ground incidence, some power is scattered back along the propagation direction but
most is reflected forward back up towards the ionosphere. Is it therefore possible to ob-
serve scatter from both the ground and ionosphere at different distances from the radar
and up to far ranges.
Some example propagation modes are shown in Fig.3.3. The figure shows three
different rays, labelled rays A-C, which can propagate either individually or simulta-
neously at the displayed ranges depending on the electron density profile in the iono-
sphere. The numbers refer to how many ‘hops’ the beam has completed and the letter
(E or F) represents the ionospheric region the scatter originates. Groundscatter is de-
noted by whole numbers, while ionospheric scatter is represented by half-integers. Ray
A has a low elevation angle, backscattering from the E-region and the ground. Ray B
has a slightly higher elevation angle and reflects in the E-region, producing backscatter
in both the E- and F-regions for both 1 and 2 hops. Ray C has the highest elevation an-
gle and penetrates the ionosphere before sufficient refraction can occur that will allow
the ray to reflect. For SuperDARN radars, the furthest detectable ionospheric scatter is
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3.5 hop, but generally the majority of the scatter comes from 0.5 and 1.5 hop [Milan
et al., 1997b].
The agile nature of the radar operating frequency allows adjustments to be made
based on predictable changes in the ionospheric conditions. For example, different
frequencies are usually used between day and night due to the different levels of ioni-
sation present in the ionosphere. A higher frequency wave that achieved orthogonality
to the magnetic field in the daylight hours is more likely to penetrate the ionosphere
and continue into space during the weakly-ionized ionosphere at night.
SuperDARN radars receive signals that have been backscattered from plasma den-
sity structures in the ionosphere, known as irregularities. In the F-region, the dom-
inant instability mechanism that creates irregularities is the gradient-drift instability
[Hosokawa et al., 2001]. This instability is generated in the presence of electron den-
sity gradients and acts on the edges of regions of enhanced electron density, produced
primarily by solar EUV or auroral precipitation. This mechanism results in the produc-
tion of smaller-scale field-aligned, irregularities travelling at the E x B drift velocity
[Ossakow and Chaturvedi, 1979].
The SuperDARN radars are able to detect these irregularities through Bragg scat-
tering, when the transmitted radio wave achieves orthogonality to the magnetic field
[Greenwald et al., 1995]. To achieve this, the Bragg condition must be satisfied:






where λr is the wavelength of the transmitted wave, λirr is the distance between the
irregularities, and θ is the angle of the scattered wave relative to the incident wave in
the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field. When the Bragg condition is satisfied,
incident radio waves scattered by the irregularities add coherently, constructive inter-
ference occurs, and a strong signal is received back at the radar. For this reason, the
name of this type of scatter is ‘coherent scatter’. In order for the transmitted wave to





Coherent scatter radars therefore measure strong backscatter when the irregularity
width is is half that of the wavelength of the transmitted wave, which for SuperDARN
radars occurs in the decameter range.
3.1.2 SuperDARN Parameters
The three main parameters measured by the SuperDARN radars are the backscatter
power, line-of-sight (LOS) doppler velocity, and spectral width. To obtain these values,
the radars transmits a pulse sequence containing 7 or 8 unevenly-spaced 300 microsec-
ond pulses. Different combinations of these pulses can then form the different lags of
an autocorrelation function. The pulse sequences are averaged together over a 3 sec-
ond integration time for each beam to reduce noise and gain a statistically significant
signal. Weighted linear least-squares regression is applied firstly to the magnitude of
the ACF to obtain the power and spectral width parameters, and secondly to the phase
of the ACF to obtain the LOS doppler velocity [Nishitani et al., 2019].
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Figure 3.4: A field-of-view plot in MLT/MLAT coordinates from the Clyde River SuperDARN
radar at 19:55 UT on 4 March 2016. The velocity at each beam and range gate is shown, where
positive (negative) velocities represent flows towards (away) from the radar. The figure was
generated using online plotting tools [VT SuperDARN, 2020].
3.1.3 SuperDARN Data Visualization
Field-Of-View Plots
A useful way of visualizing the measured parameters of the radar is to use field-of-view
(FOV) plot, as shown in Fig.3.4. This plot shows the LOS velocity for each range gate
along all 16 beams of the Clyde River SuperDARN radar. Similar plots can also be
generated for the power and spectral width. Positive velocities indicate motion towards
the radar along the beam direction and the opposite is true for negative values. Ground
scatter values are marked in grey and typically identified by slow speeds (velocity less
than 30 m/s) and narrow spectral widths (less than 35 m/s). In this plot, the band
of ground scatter surrounding 12 MLT clearly marks the 1 hop region, where closer
ionospheric scatter is 0.5 hop and further is 1.5 hop. It is also worth noting that large
sections of the field-of-view remain empty as ionospheric conditions at these range
gates do not support backscatter.
Convection Maps
The velocity data from all radars in the network can be combined to produce a global-
scale view of the ionospheric convection. To achieve this goal, Ruohoniemi and Baker







Figure 3.5: Convection map for the Southern Hemisphere on 20 March 2001 from 13:50-13:52
UT. The map is in MLAT/MLT coordinates, where noon is to the top and dusk is to the left.
Small coloured dots show the location of the velocity vectors and the length and colour of the
lines represent the magnitude of the flow. A colour bar and reference vector are shown in the
top left. The equipotential contours are shown for the dusk cell (solid lines, contoured blue)
and for the dawn cell (dashed lines, contoured red). The green line represents the Heppner-
Maynard boundary. The IMF clock angle is shown in the top right, showing a high magnitude
(18 nT) southward IMF. Figure adapted from Andalsvik et al. [2011].
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[1998] implemented what is now known as the map potential technique. Firstly, the
LOS velocity data from each radar is binned into a global grid of approximately equal
area cells that measure 1◦ in geomagnetic latitude. The gridded data are then fitted to









(Alm cosmφ +Blm sinmφ)Pml (cosθ), (3.3)
where θ and φ are the magnetic colatitude and local time, Pml are the associated
Legendre functions, L and M are the order and degree of the expansion, and Alm and Blm
are complex coefficients with dimensions l x m. The electrostatic potential, convection
electric field E and velocity v are related by
E =−∇Φ; v = E×B
B2
. (3.4)
The result of the map potential technique is shown in Fig.3.5 by a convection map of
the northern high-latitude polar region. The blue and red contours map the electrostatic
potential, while the velocity vectors are represented by coloured dots to indicate the
magnitude of the flow and scaled lines to show the direction. There are large areas in
Fig.3.5 that are devoid of data. To ensure that the solution remains realistic in these ar-
eas, the velocity data are supplemented with data from a statistical model that provides
convection patterns based on prevailing IMF conditions [Ruohoniemi and Greenwald,
1996]. In areas where velocity data is present, the data has more weight than the statis-
tical model, allowing the data to constrain the convection pattern in these regions. For
example, the IMF clock angle in the top right of Fig.3.5 shows that the IMF is directed
southwards without a high By component. In this case, a symmetric twin cell convec-
tion pattern pattern is expected. This is the overall pattern we observe in the figure,
however the data allows the convection to be displayed in greater detail where veloc-
ity data is present, and the cells are warped to account for that in those areas. Finally,
the data below the convection boundary, shown in green and otherwise known as the
Heppner-Maynard boundary, is given a lower weighting to again allow for a more re-
alistic pattern [Heppner and Maynard, 1987]. The cross polar cap potential (CPCP),
ΦPC, is the difference in voltage between the centers of the two convection cells in
Fig.3.5. It is therefore the maximum potential difference across the polar region and
acts as a proxy for the strength of the convection.
3.1.4 Limitations of SuperDARN data
The SuperDARN radars are the main instruments used within this thesis and the flow
channel detection algorithm used in Papers I-III is applied to SuperDARN data (de-
scribed in detail in Section 4.1). It is therefore especially important to consider the
limitations and potential sources of error of the data set. The SuperDARN data set has
limitations due to radio propagation and space weather environment, hardware, and
software and a detailed discussion of these aspects is presented in the following sec-
tions.
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Radio Propagation & Space Weather Environment
There must be a sufficient amount of ionospheric backscatter available to allow the
flow channel and an observable background flow to be detected. This requires that
ionospheric irregularities are present to act as targets for the radio waves to scatter
from. The high frequency wave propagation environment must also support at least 1/2
hop propagation to be received at the radar and the operational frequency of the radar
must be chosen correctly to achieve the reflection conditions [Milan et al., 1997b]. If
incorrectly chosen, the rays may penetrate the ionosphere or refract before reaching the
ionosphere, which would prevent the detection of the echos from the flow channel.
Significant disruptions to the propagation environment can be caused by space
weather phenomena, which can cause absorption in the D-region ionosphere and hinder
HF propagation in the E and F-regions by altering the available ionospheric propaga-
tion paths. In the case of solar proton events for example, the ionospheric backscatter
in the SuperDARN radars can effectively drop to zero for several days [Bland et al.,
2018], which would prevent the detection of any flow channels which may have been
present during this interval. General ionospheric electron density enhancements by
auroral precipitation can also have a similar (but not as prolonged) effect, causing en-
hanced D-region absorption and a dropout in HF radar backscatter [Bland et al., 2019;
Milan et al., 1999].
Resolution Considerations
Another limitation stems from the resolution of the measurements. For common modes
of radar operation, the field-of-view is scanned across all beams at a 1 minute resolution
and for two-f-sound modes the resolution is effectively 2 minutes as each frequency is
separated into its own data set. The beam dwell time is typically 3 seconds. The range
gate resolution of 45 km also applies a lower limit to the structures that we are able to
resolve. However, the spectral width can be used as an indicator of whether smaller
scale, turbulent structuring is present within the flow channel.
The Line-Of-Sight Velocity Component
A problematic limitation is that the SuperDARN radars can only measure the line-of-
sight velocity component. Flow channels that travel perpendicular to the beams will
therefore not be detected. As the flow channel detection threshold is set very high
(900 m/s), the flow must have a large component in the beam direction to be detected.
Large scale flows that change over the field-of-view will also be observed as gradually
increasing/decreasing velocities due to the line-of-sight limitation.
Extent of Radar Coverage
Another limitation is the radar coverage in relation to the flow channel location. The
flow channel must be located centrally within the radar field-of-view so that is possible
to detect the steep gradients on either side of the flow channel. If the flow channel
occurs in one of the gaps in radar coverage within the SuperDARN network, then it
is of course also not possible to detect. These coverage gaps therefore also pose a
limitation.
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Data Availability & Quality
The SuperDARN network, although it has not always been known by that name, has
expanded steadily since the 1980s. Data availability and extent is therefore different
for each radar, as they were all built at different times. Paper III makes use of data
from several radars in the polar regions, the oldest of which were built in 2008 (Clyde
River and Rankin Inlet) and the newest in 2016 (Longyearbyen). The build year is not
the only factor on data availability as hardware can fail and structural components can
break, which can cause data gaps. In the polar regions, it can take long periods of time
before engineers can fix the hardware and structural problems, so these data gaps can
be substantial.
The degradation of the radar hardware over time can also contribute to poorer data
quality. In addition, some received signals can be interpreted as ionospheric scatter,
when in reality they are due to transmitter interference from external radio sources or
from thermal noise within the system. Even after software processing, noise is some-
times still present in the data but since it is random, it is usually confined to individual
range gates.
Geolocation Uncertainties
There is an element of uncertainty related to the location of the observed backscat-
ter from the SuperDARN radars. This is due to the method of projecting SuperDARN
echos using a straight line with a fixed virtual height. This method does not account
for variations in the ionospheric electron density and can introduce mapping errors be-
tween the backscatter location and the location of the ionospheric plasma irregularities.
Yeoman et al. [2001] used an ionospheric heater to produce artificially-induced radar
backscatter in a known location and used this to provide a range calibration for the Su-
perDARN radars. They found that the typical ground range errors were ∼16 km for 1/2
hop F-region backscatter and ∼60 km for 1 1/2 F-region backscatter.
Despite these limitations, SuperDARN is undoubtedly the most appropriate avail-
able instrument network to use for this thesis. The distribution of radars across both
polar caps, with field-of-views covering large areas at a range resolution of 45 km, pro-
vides excellent coverage for detecting flow channels in the polar cap region. The con-
tinuous operations of the radars results in a large, 1-2 minute resolution, synchronised
data set spanning multiple years. The signatures of flow channels are easily identifi-
able within the data set, which allows for automation of the processes and makes the
choice of events less subjective than manual identification. The available temporal and
spatial resolutions are sufficient for the purpose of mesoscale flow channel detection.
Through statistical studies, it is possible to determine the key flow channel characteris-
tics. Averaging over the large numbers of events in the statistical studies is also a way
to mitigate some errors introduced by the limitations.
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Figure 3.6: A schematic view of the distribution of satellites in the Iridium constellation.
Image courtesy of ESA [2012].
3.2 Global Measurements of Field Aligned Currents
Magnetometer data from the Iridium telecommunications satellite network can be used
to construct maps of current density in the northern and southern polar regions [Ander-
son et al., 2014]. These maps were used in Paper III to determine if the flow channels
were located inside or outside of the polar cap. A schematic view of the network is
shown in Fig.3.6, which consists of 66 spacecraft in 6 different polar orbital planes,
uniformly spaced in local time by ∼2 hr of MLT, at an altitude of 780 km. There are
11 satellites in each orbital plane, each with an orbital period of 104 minutes. The
dense constellation provides global coverage of the Earth’s magnetic field. Although
the onboard 3-axis, vector fluxgate magnetometers were originally intended to mon-
itor the attitude of the spacecraft, the data were re-purposed to monitor global FACs
using the Active Magnetosphere and Planetary Electrodynamics Response Experiment
(AMPERE) [Anderson et al., 2002, 2000; Waters et al., 2001].
The AMPERE project provides estimates of the field aligned currents in the region
poleward of 50◦ MLAT. This is achieved by expanding the cross-track component of
the magnetic field measurements using spherical cap harmonics [Waters et al., 2001].
The spherical harmonic fit of the magnetic field perturbations is used in conjunction
with Ampere’s law to derive the global FACs for each of the polar regions. An example
of an AMPERE map in the Northern Hemisphere can be seen in Fig.3.7a. The map
shows the distribution of current density with a resolution of 1 hr in MLT and 1◦ in
MLAT. The R1 and R2 current systems are clearly visible as two rings of current close
to 70◦ MLAT, flowing upwards (coloured red) at dusk and downwards (coloured blue)
at dawn for R1 and with the opposite sense for R2.
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Figure 3.7: Panel A shows an example of an AMPERE current map from 10 April 2011
01:40 UT in the Northern Hemisphere. The red and blue colours show upward and downward
currents respectively, with magnitudes between ± 1 µA m2. The black circle is fitted to the
boundary between the R1/R2 current systems and the black cross shows the center of the circle.
Panel B shows the integrated currents (Σ j) around the circumference of circles of radii Λ. The
zero crossing, Λ f it , marks the radius of best fit for the R1/R2 boundary. Figure from Milan
et al. [2015].
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3.2.1 Determination of the Open Closed Boundary Location
The AMPERE current maps can be used to determine the location of the OCB. The
technique, proposed by Milan et al. [2015], begins by assuming that the R1/R2 currents
are approximately circular with radius Λ, and are displaced from the geomagnetic pole
by an offset, Λ0, of a few degrees. Positive and negative values represent upwards
and downwards currents respectively. Currents located on the dawn side (0 ≤ MLT <
12) are multiplied by -1, so that all R1 currents become positive, and all R2 currents
become negative. The integrated current around circles of increasing radii are then
calculated for different circle center positions. The variation of the integrated current,
Σ j, with varying circle radius, Λ, is shown in Fig.3.7b. A bipolar signature is visible,
maximising in the positive (negative) sense at the location of R1 (R2). The placement of
the circle center that maximises the peak-to-peak magnitude of the bipolar signature is
selected as the circle of best fit. The zero crossing in the center of the bipolar signature
marks the boundary between the R1 and R2 current systems. It is this radius, Λ f it , that
approximately corresponds with the OCB location, which is marked in Fig.3.7a with a
black circle.
Burrell et al. [2020] compared the AMPERE boundary to electron flux bound-
aries measured by the Special Sensor J instrument onboard the Defense Meteorological
Satellite Program satellites. They noted an MLT-dependent relationship between the
OCB measured by DMSP and the AMPERE boundary. At noon/midnight, the AM-
PERE boundary lies 4◦/2◦ equatorward of the OCB. Therefore, subtracting 3◦ from the
AMPERE boundary radius will give an approximate location of the OCB, which can
be used as a proxy. All locations poleward of this latitude can then be considered to be
inside the polar cap.
3.2.2 Limitations & Uncertainties
The quality of the fit depends on the strength of the R1/R2 currents. Very weak currents
can result in the incorrect bipolar signature being selected as the R1/R2 location and
the radius of the circle will therefore be incorrectly chosen. To reduce the number of
bad fits, if the peak-to-peak magnitude of the bipolar signature is less than 0.15 µA
m2, the fit is considered unreliable and then not available for that time and hemisphere.
However, in general the currents are stronger than this threshold, and 79% of the maps
were successfully fitted [Milan et al., 2015]. The current magnitudes measured in the
Northern Hemisphere are systematically higher than those in the Southern Hemisphere,
which will result in a greater number of successful fits in the Northern Hemisphere
[Coxon et al., 2016].
The spatial resolution of the AMPERE data is also limited. Smaller scale structures
under 1◦ MLAT and 1 hr MLT cannot be resolved. As the main interest in the fitting
procedure is the large scale R1/R2 systems, the available resolution is adequate for
these purposes. The AMPERE maps are available at a cadence of 10 minutes, although
2 minute maps are also available and used within this thesis, which are produced by
a sliding 10 min average. The OCB expands and contracts at an average speed of
0.1◦/min with a maximum speed of 0.2◦/min [Sotirelis et al., 1998], which suggests that
2 min resolution is adequate, and the maximum uncertainty due to the OCB movement
is ± 0.4◦.






Figure 3.8: Panel A shows an image from the Sony a7s all sky camera. Cardinal directions
are indicated, as is the orientation of the SuperDARN Longyearbyen radar (SD) in the North-
East. Panel B shows instruments in heated glass domes on the roof of the Kjell Henriksen
Observatory (image courtesy of Vincent Fournier [2010]).
3.3 Auroral Imaging
The auroral forms associated with flow channels (e.g. polar cap arcs and poleward
moving auroral forms) can be imaged with ground-based or space-based optics. Lo-
cal small-scale features can be captured by all sky cameras, while global imagers can
provide context for auroral observations. All sky cameras and Defense Meteorological
Satellite Program data were used for these purposes for the case studies in Paper I. In
the next sections, information about the optical instrumentation relevant to this thesis
is presented.
3.3.1 All Sky Cameras
All Sky Cameras (ASCs) are used to image large areas of the sky over a given location.
In Paper I, the Sony a7s ASC imaged an auroral arc potentially associated with a flow
channel. The ASC is a full format CMOS camera that uses a fish-eye lens to capture
180◦ RGB images of the sky with a 4 s exposure time and a time resolution between
10-30 seconds. The ASC has a spatial resolution of 12 megapixels and uses a Sigma
8mm f/3.5 EX DG Circular Fisheye lens. An example image from the ASC is shown
in Fig.3.8a. North, south, east and west are indicated on the image at the top, bottom,
left and right respectively. The auroral form is clear in the center of the image, aligned
with the direction of the SuperDARN Longyearbyen FOV to the North-East. The cam-
era is located at the Kjell Henriksen Observatory (KHO) at 78.148◦N, 16.043◦E, 520
m altitude, approximately 1 km from the SuperDARN Longyearbyen radar. Each in-
strument at KHO is positioned inside heated glass domes (Fig.3.8b) to allow full views
of the sky in a temperature controlled environment.
All sky cameras require favourable weather conditions with a lack of cloud cover
to image the aurora. This is often the main limiting factor for ground-based optical
studies. The ASC used in Case 1 of Paper I is also not calibrated so it not possible
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Figure 3.9: Schematic showing the operation of the SSUSI Scanning Imaging Spectrograph
(SIS). Figure from Paxton et al. [1992].
to know the absolute intensity of the emissions. The emission altitude must also be
assumed when mapping onto a geographical grid. The coverage of the all sky camera
did not overlap with the other data sets in the case study. The all sky camera provided
a local view and general orientation of auroral features above Longyearbyen at a high
resolution in comparison to the other instruments, but was not used for anything more
extensive.
3.3.2 Defense Meteorological Satellite Program
Space-based satellite images can provide a global context for auroral observations. The
Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) began in the mid-1960s and has
launched many satellites since then, allowing in-situ measurements of the polar iono-
sphere. The DMSP spacecraft are in near-polar, Sun-synchronous orbits at an altitude
of 840 km and a period of 101 min. Since 2003, DMSP spacecraft (DMSP F16–F19)
have housed the Special Sensor Ultraviolet Spectrographic Imager (SSUSI) [Paxton
et al., 1992], which measures emissions in the far-ultraviolet spectrum from the Earth’s
upper atmosphere in five different wavelength bands.
The SSUSI sensor contains a line Scanning Imaging Spectrograph (SIS), and a
Nadar Photometer System (NPS). The SIS, which is the component used in this thesis,
is a Rowland circle spectrograph with a cross-track scanning mirror at the input to a
telescope and a diffraction grating. Fig.3.9 shows a schematic of the SSUSI instrument
during a scan. The spectrum from the diffraction grating is imaged on the detector in
16 along-track spatial pixels on the disk, and 8 pixels on the limb. During a scan, the
mirror rotates from horizon to horizon (perpendicular to the spacecraft motion), taking
∼15 seconds to capture each thin slice of the image, and ∼20 minutes to build up an
overview image of the auroral region [Paxton et al., 1992, 2002].
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Onboard processing bins the spectral images into the five wavelength bands: HI
Lyman α (121.6 nm), OI (130.4 nm), OI (135.6 nm), N2 LBHS (140–160 nm), and
N2 LBHL (160–180 nm). In this thesis, the LBHL measurements are used as this
wavelength clearly resolves arcs within the polar cap (e.g. Reidy et al. [2017]) for
comparison to flow channels within SuperDARN radar data.
Due to the long orbital period of the DMSP satellite (101 min), the temporal evo-
lution of the flow channels cannot be measured. The polar cap arc that DMSP SSUSI
imaged in case study 1 in Paper I had disappeared before the next satellite passed over
its location, so only one measurement was available for the case study. The DMSP
footprint did not intersect the arc, so particle data which would reveal more informa-
tion about the arc was unavailable. The resolution of the auroral oval maps and the
extent of the particle precipitation data are therefore the main relevant limitations for
this thesis.
3.4 Solar Wind Measurements
OMNI is a multi-source data set of the near-Earth IMF conditions and plasma param-
eters, available at high-resolution (1 min) [Papitashvili and Rich, 2002]. This thesis
utilises the IMF components: Bx, By, Bz (GSM). The OMNI dataset uses data from
spacecraft in orbit around the first Lagrangian point (L1), where they monitor the so-
lar wind conditions upstream of the Earth. Much of the data is supplied by the ACE
[Smith et al., 1998] and WIND [Ogilvie and Desch, 1997] spacecrafts. The data is
pre-processed to shift the data from the point of measurement to the Earth’s bow shock
[King and Papitashvili, 2006]. Each spacecraft is assumed to lie along a phase front,
which propagates through the heliosphere at the solar wind velocity, first passing both
spacecraft and then the bow shock at a later time. Model boundary locations are as-
sumed for the location of the bow shock [Farris and Russell, 1994]. The data from both
spacecraft are averaged to give a combined 1 min resolution data set.
3.4.1 Limitations & Uncertainties
There are some uncertainties associated with the propagation method. The phase front
can be titled at an angle with respect to the solar wind velocity, and the satellites orbit
the Lagrangian point and can be a considerable distance (up to 100 Re) from the Sun-
Earth line [Haaland et al., 2007; Walsh et al., 2019]. Therefore, the local measurement
at the spacecraft could be probing a region of plasma that never impacts the Earth’s
magnetosphere, or does so at a different time than the propagation predicts. Even if the
plasma is on course to strike the Earth, it can be significantly altered in the dynamic
and turbulent regions of the bow shock and magnetosheath, so the L1 measurements
may not always accurately describe the conditions at the magnetopause. Walsh et al.
[2019] compared measurement from the THEMIS spacecraft [Auster et al., 2008] in
the magnetosheath with corresponding measurements from monitors at L1 and found a
standard deviation in the IMF clock angle of 38◦. This value was larger when the L1
monitors were far from the Earth-Sun line.
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Chapter 4
Summary of Results
This thesis investigates the characteristics of fast flow channels in the polar cap iono-
sphere and their solar wind driving conditions. The main part of the work has been
presented in three separate scientific papers, Papers I-III, which are included in the
Appendix. In this chapter, a description of the flow channel detection algorithm is pre-
sented and then a summary is provided for each of the papers.
4.1 Flow Channel Detection Algorithm
A flow channel detection algorithm was developed to identify fast flow channels with
sharp gradients between the flow channel velocity and the background convection. Be-
fore using the algorithm, the SuperDARN data had to be appropriately filtered. The
scans were required to contain all available beams, during times where the chosen
radar was transmitting at a constant operational frequency. Data with common pro-
gram ids (CPIDs) that were between 150–157 (common mode data) and 3500–3505
(two-f-sound data) were selected. Scans with less than 16 beams or with multiple fre-
quencies were discarded.
In preparation for the detection algorithm, consecutive scans were averaged together
to make an average grid. The averaging was done by making each scan into a 16
x 70 (beams x range gates) array of velocity values. Each element, or ‘cell’, in the
array was then averaged with the same element in the other scans to create an average
scan. The average was based on any available data, so the average velocity of each cell
consists of 1–3 velocity values. The average scan was created to maximise the amount
of available backscatter, so that the algorithm can more easily detect velocity structures.
For common mode data, 3 scans of data were averaged together, which covers a period
of 3 mins. In the two-f-sound mode, the radar switches between 2 different frequencies,
and each frequency forms its own data set, with a 2 min resolution. For the average
grid in this case, two scans on a constant frequency were averaged together for each
available frequency, which covers a period of 4 minutes.
For ease of description, from this point on a ‘grid’ now refers to the averaged grid of
beams and range gates, where each ‘cell’ contains an average velocity at that specific
beam and range gate. The scan now goes through a series of tests:
1. The velocity test
2. The structure test
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Figure 4.1: Plot from Paper I, showing the analysis of a simulated flow channel. Panel A shows
a grid of velocities, with a visible flow enhancement (>900 m/s) in a slower background flow
(200 m/s) directed towards the radar (coloured blue). The grey dots indicate identified cells
and the black crosses indicate identified edges. The dashed red line shows a slice through the
velocities on all beams at a constant range. Panel B shows the resulting velocity profile along
the slice shown in Panel A. The profile is annotated to point out notable features and facilitate
discussion in the text.
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3. The gradient test
4. The background test
For the velocity test, the grid was searched for values above a threshold of 900 m/s.
If none were found, then the grid cannot contain a fast flow channel, so it was discarded
and the next one was then tested.
If the velocity test was passed, then it was important to check if the fast flows were
simply isolated cells of noise, or a structured, high velocity flow channel. The structure
test involves checking the neighbouring cells around a cell that had passed the veloc-
ity test. If all the neighbouring cells contained scatter, and all the velocities were in
the same direction (towards or away from the radar), and the average velocity of the
neighbouring cells was over 900 m/s, then the structure test was considered success-
ful. Checking the average value of the neighbouring cells rather than imposing a strict
threshold allows for some variation in the flow channel. As the structure test requires
data on either side of the cell, the largest and smallest beams and ranges were not con-
sidered (i.e at the edge of the radar field-of-view), even if fast flows exist there.
If the structure test was passed, then the next step was to test the gradient between
the flow channel and the background convection. As the radar measures the line-of-
sight component of the velocity, a constant flow at an angle to the look direction can
manifest as low speeds that gradually change to high speeds. These instances should be
eliminated from the results as they are not flow channels. Fig.4.1 shows an illustration
of the gradient test for a simulated flow channel. A slice (red dashed line in Fig.4.1a)
was taken through the cell that has passed all the previous tests. The gradient in the
velocity was calculated by taking the difference in the velocity (v1 − v2) in a sliding
window across the entire slice. The velocity over the slice for each beam is shown in
Fig.4.1b. The velocity profile shows that on either side of the channel, sharp gradients
exist with opposite signs.
The gradient test involves searching for this pair of sharp, oppositely directed gradi-
ents within the slice. The magnitude of the gradient on each side must be greater than
400 m/s/cell. These points mark the ‘edges’ of the flow channel, which are marked with
crosses in Fig.4.1b. Outside of the edges, the velocity is low in the background flow and
should not exceed 900 m/s. Inside the edges, the velocity is high and on average ≥ 900
m/s. There should also be no missing data in the cells within the channel, between the
two identified edges, and the edges should not be at the smallest or largest beams and
ranges, to identify flow channels that are centrally located in the field-of-view. Slicing
only in one direction could bias the results to certain orientations of flow channel. To
avoid this bias, slices were taken in a circle around the identified cell in 30◦ increments.
To ensure that the flow channel really is a boundary between fast and slower flows and
not a misidentification, a minimum of 6 edges must be present for the flow channel to
pass the gradient test. Lastly, the velocity inside the flow channel should be in the same
direction as the flow outside of the edges. This condition eliminates any reverse flow
events (Section 2.9.3) and allows us to detect only flow channels that are enhanced in
the direction of the background convection.
The final test was to check if there was an identifiable background convection, in
which the flow channel was embedded. The velocities immediately outside of the edges
for each slice were then examined. If >80% of these points were present, then an
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identifiable background flow was considered to exist, that is substantially slower than
the flow channel. If the grid satisfies all of the aforementioned criteria, then the velocity
structure inside is flagged as a fast flow channel.
After the flow channel was detected, an oval was fitted to the distribution of pos-
itively identified cells (grey dots), as shown in Fig.4.1. This was achieved through
principle component analysis of the distribution of identified cells, and the calculated
eigenvectors (semimajor and semiminor axis of the ellipse) were scaled so that 96% of
the identified cells were required to be within the ellipse. The length of the semiminor
axis can then be used as an estimate for the width of the flow channel and the semimajor
axis can be used to estimate the orientation of the flow channel.
To ensure our statistics were not biased by periods where flow channels occurred
for long periods of time, it was necessary to group the detections into events. A gap
of ≥4 min was chosen to signify a new event. This threshold was chosen because
it allowed one (two-f-sound) or two (common mode) scans without detections during
events, which can occur if the flow channel velocity drops slightly below the velocity
threshold of 900 m/s, before rising again. The event separation was also kept purpose-
fully short at ≥4 min as some transient features on the dayside have a recurrence rate
of 7-8 min (e.g. PIFs), and should be resolved as separate events.
4.2 Paper 1: A Study of Automatically Detected Flow Channels in the
Polar Cap Ionosphere
In Paper I, a newly developed algorithm to identify structured fast flow within Su-
per Dual Auroral Radar Network (SuperDARN) data is presented. This algorithm
targets fast flows (>900 m/s) embedded within the slower moving, large scale back-
ground convection. The algorithm was applied to 1 year of data from the Longyearbyen
radar (78.2◦N, 16.0◦E geographical coordinates), which is ideally situated for observ-
ing flows within the polar cap. Over 500 events were identified, the majority of which
were in the dayside polar cap, and 2 were selected for in depth analysis.
In Case 1 (2 October 2017), satellite data, ground based optics, and the Longyear-
byen SuperDARN radar were used to observe a flow channel which was located be-
tween the main auroral oval and a polar cap arc. The flow channel occurred on the
dawn flank, was 418 km in width, and persisted for 13 min. The location of the flow
channel and the preceding solar wind conditions suggest that this is within the directly
driven FC 2 category of flow channels on old open flux within the SF framework.
In Case 2 (7 November 2017), a flow channel was intermittently excited in the cusp
region for approximately an hour. Once again, satellite data and ground based optics
and the Longyearbyen SuperDARN radar were used to observe the flow channel. This
flow channel represents FC 1 in the SF framework, occurring on newly opened field
lines, spontaneously driven, forming under strong solar wind driving.
Both flow channel events accounted for large values of the cross polar cap potential
(60% and 40% at the peaks), suggesting that polar cap flow channels play an important
role in magnetic flux transfer over the polar cap.
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4.3 Paper 2: A Statistical Study of Polar Cap Flow Channels and their
IMF By dependence
In Paper II, a statistical study is conducted on flow channel events identified by the
detection algorithm from Paper I, during the interval October 2016 - November 2018.
The algorithm detected 1048 flow channel events, the majority of which occurred on
the dayside (998 events).
General characteristics of the flow channels were determined. The flow channel
duration was between 3-15 mins, with most events detected for the minimum time of
3 min. The flow channel width and peak velocity were typically between 200-300 km
and 1.1–1.3 km/s respectively. There was a notable absence of fast (>1500 m/s) flows.
This is the first statistical study on flow channels using the Longyearbyen Super-
DARN Radar, which is statistically located in the polar cap with a zonally oriented
field-of-view. This orientation is ideal for investigating the azimuthally directed flows
due to magnetic tension resulting from an IMF By component. The dayside events
were used to investigate the influence of IMF By on the flow channel location, which
shifted duskwards for a +IMF By with mostly westward flows and dawnwards for -IMF
By with mostly eastward flows.
4.4 Paper 3: A Statistical Study of Polar Cap Flow Channels observed
in Both Hemispheres using SuperDARN Radars
In Paper III, the fast flow channel detection algorithm is applied to the polar Super-
DARN radars in the Northern and Southern Hemisphere over a 10 year period (2008-
2018). The occurrence distributions of the flow channel location in MLT/MLAT reveal
that flow channels are detected at all MLTs, but the majority of the flow channels are
observed on the dayside in both hemispheres. The occurrence distribution shows a sta-
tistical picture of the flow channels at different stages in their evolution. This is the first
time that flow channels on old-open field lines have been studied statistically.
The solar wind driving conditions of the flow channels were also studied. The flow
channels showed a preference for a By-dominated IMF, with clock angle distributions
peaking close to 90◦ and 270◦. Under +IMF By (-IMF By) conditions in the North-
ern (Southern) hemisphere, flow channels were detected deep into the polar cap on the
dawn flank on old open field lines. A Monte Carlo simulation was used to derive a prob-
ability distribution for the IMF. This simulation was then used to calculate the standard
deviation of the typical IMF components. The median of the probability distribution of
the standard deviation was then used to definite the stability criterion. Values greater
than the median were considered to be unstable. Using this criterion, the flow chan-
nel events were found to occur mainly under unstable IMF. Flow channels generally
do not require large magnitudes of IMF By or Bz to form, peaking in occurrence for
magnitudes of ±3.5 nT for IMF By and -0.5 nT for IMF Bz.
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Chapter 5
Discussion
5.1 A New Approach for Detecting Flow Channels
The flow channel detection algorithm presented in Paper I and used throughout Paper
II and Paper III makes it possible for the first time to automatically detect flow chan-
nels over all MLTs, within a large area of both the Northern and Southern polar caps.
Previous works have included detections via satellite passes (e.g Sandholt and Far-
rugia [2009]), where the flow channel is sampled once per orbit (101 min), but more
frequently for time periods where there are multiple DMSP satellites in orbit. The algo-
rithm uses 1–2 minute resolution SuperDARN data, which makes it possible to monitor
the temporal evolution of the flow channel, from formation to decay and any period-
icity or other temporal effects during its lifetime. Although flow channels have been
detected in SuperDARN data many times before, these works have either focused on
case studies [Marchaudon et al., 2004; Pinnock et al., 1993], used only a single beam
of the radar and have been unable to determine 2D spatial structure [Provan et al.,
1999], used global SuperDARN convection maps for a large scale, low-resolution view
of the flow channel [Andalsvik et al., 2011], or applied algorithms that work well only
in certain orientations of radar field-of-views over a small range of magnetic local times
[Gabrielse et al., 2018].
With the algorithm, it is possible to follow the two dimensional temporal and spatial
evolution of flow channels at a 1–2 minute resolution. This allows mesoscale flow
structures to be mapped in high resolution (45 km range resolution) in greater spatial
detail than single-beam studies. The solar wind driving conditions are not constrained
in any way, as done in previous studies with case studies during interplanetary coronal
mass ejections where the solar wind varies slowly over long periods of time [Andalsvik
et al., 2011; Sandholt and Farrugia, 2009; Sandholt et al., 2010]. This allows flow
channels due to variable IMF conditions and during low magnitude fields to be detected,
and it was possible to evaluate under which conditions flow channels are observed most
frequently.
5.2 Limitations of the Algorithm
The limitations of the SuperDARN data set have been discussed in Section 3.1.4, so the
following discussion will be focused specifically on the limitations of the algorithm, al-
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though they share similar themes. For example, the flow channel detection algorithm
is limited by the spatial and temporal resolution of the SuperDARN data. As the flow
channels are moving at high velocities and 3 (2) scans are averaged together for com-
mon (two-f-sound) mode, the channel may appear elongated and it could become diffi-
cult to distinguish between small features that move quickly and longer, static features.
It is also not possible to resolve smaller structures than the range gate resolution (45
km), although in Paper I, the spectral width measurements indicated that structuring
likely occurred on smaller scales.
Another consideration is the placement of the flow channel within the radar field-
of-view. The algorithm cannot detect flow channels if they are not contained centrally
within the field-of-view. The flow channels are known to be longitudinally elongated
(>900 km), so the algorithm may only sample a section of the flow channel, which can
extend out of the field-of-view depending on its location and orientation relative to the
radar.
In addition, the line-of-sight velocity data must be approached with caution when
using the algorithm and interpreting the results. The requirement of sharp gradients on
each side of the flow channel means that the variations due to gradual changes in direc-
tion will not be incorrectly identified by the algorithm as flow channels. However, flows
perpendicular to the beam direction will not be detected at all. The algorithm threshold
is set high at 900 m/s and the most commonly detected flow channel speed was 1200
m/s. If the flow channel is orientated >40◦ from the line of sight direction, a 1200 m/s
flow is reduced to under 900 m/s and will not be detected by the algorithm. Paper II was
concerned with the statistics of flow channels within the Longyearbyen radar, which is
zonally directed. Aware of the line-of-sight velocity limitation, only flow channels
occurring under By-dominated conditions were further investigated. This mitigated
the limitation, as these flow channels are expected to move in the zonal direction, ap-
proximately in the beam direction. In previous studies, overlapping SuperDARN radar
fields-of-view have allowed two-dimensional measurements of the velocity to be deter-
mined. Paper I and II were concerned with the use of only one radar, but this approach
was considered during the multi-radar study in Paper III. However, out of ∼33,000 flow
channels detected, only ∼500 were detected by 2 radars within the same hemisphere at
exactly the same time, and less occur in an exactly overlapping region. This is therefore
not a viable solution for a large statistical study on the scale of what was achieved with
Paper III, but would make an excellent subset of fast flow channels for case studies or
a smaller statistical study.
5.3 Typical Characteristics of Flow Channels in the Polar Cap
5.3.1 Duration
The flow channels detected by the algorithm were typically variable pulses, 1 scan in
duration (2-3 minutes). There were less events as the flow channel duration increased,
but a number of flow channels were still noted up to 20 minutes in duration. This
was seen in the statistics for the Longyearbyen radar in Paper II and also in the larger
statistical study with multiple radars in Paper III. This value is likely an underestimation
of the flow channel duration. This is shown in Paper I, as the case study on old open
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field lines revealed that although the algorithm detected the flow channel for 3 scans
from 1:10-1:12, through manual inspection, the flow channel was seen to actually began
forming at 1:07, peak at 1:12, and decay by 1:20, which is a total duration of 13 min.
The algorithm was therefore most effective at detecting the flow channel at its peak.
A more realistic duration could be estimated by iterating through the scans before and
after each peak detection and either decreasing the velocity and gradient threshold and
rerunning the algorithm, or examining the velocity distribution within each scans and
comparing the time series in search of the formation and decay of the flow channel.
If the one-scan detections are removed from the sample, the median duration of the
flow channels is 6 minutes. Although the flow channels are mostly detected on the
dayside, this duration is comparable to nightside results from Gabrielse et al. [2018].
Their algorithm detects flow channels on the nightside within SuperDARN data which
show a similar duration distribution, where the majority of their events were detected
for only one scan, but if the single scans were neglected then the flow channels in the
polar cap had a median duration of 4 minutes. Dayside flow channels have previously
been estimated to range from 5-25 minutes [Lockwood et al., 1990] in duration, which
is also comparable with the range of durations in the statistics of Paper II and Paper III.
5.3.2 Peak Velocity
The peak velocity of the flow channels was typically between 1.1–1.3 km/s. The statis-
tics from Paper II and Paper III both agree on these values, suggesting that the char-
acteristic peak velocity is not biased by each radar, operational frequency, or field-of-
view orientation. These velocities are much higher than typical background convec-
tion speeds, which are several hundred m/s [MacDougall and Jayachandran, 2001].
The observed flow channels are the extreme cases, creating strong velocity shears,
associated field-aligned current systems, and strong coupling within the solar wind-
magnetosphere-ionosphere system.
The velocity of flow channels in other studies can be much lower than our threshold,
such as those associated with airglow patches [Zou et al., 2015b], which are approxi-
mately 600 m/s and only 200 m/s larger than the background convection velocity. Also,
the peak occurrence of nightside flow channels studied by Gabrielse et al. [2018] was
at ∼250 m/s and the distribution tailed off towards 600 m/s. If the velocity and gradi-
ent threshold of the algorithm were relaxed, then naturally many more flow channels
would be detected. This thesis is strictly concerned with the properties of the very
fastest population of flow channels and their relation to solar wind driving conditions.
As the velocity and gradient thresholds are high, this allows only the detection of very
fast flow channels which are significantly higher than the background flows. This the-
sis is the first time that these high flows have been investigated in such a comprehensive
statistical study.
The peak velocities that were measured with SuperDARN data are likely under-
estimates of the true velocity of the flow channel. When compared with DMSP flow
velocities and Resolute Bay incoherent scatter radar measurements, the SuperDARN
velocities are systematically a factor of ∼1.2 and ∼1.3 lower [Gillies et al., 2009; Kous-
tov et al., 2016]. This underestimation was thought to be due to the assumption that the
radar waves propagate in a vacuum, which therefore neglected the index of refraction
in the scattering region [Ponomarenko et al., 2009]. Efforts have been made to correct
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for the underestimation [Gillies et al., 2009; Ponomarenko et al., 2009], however Kous-
tov et al. [2016] has shown that this can in turn lead to an overestimation, at least in
the case of the Rankin Inlet radar. In this thesis, it was decided to not attempt to cor-
rect the velocities and instead to highlight that caution should be taken when directly
comparing SuperDARN flow channel velocities to those detected in DMSP observa-
tions [Andalsvik et al., 2011; Sandholt and Farrugia, 2009] and EISCAT measurements
[Oksavik et al., 2010; Rinne et al., 2010].
5.3.3 Width
The flow channels from the Longyearbyen statistics (Paper II) ranged between 72 to
660 km in width but more typically had widths between 200-300 km. Paper 3 was in
agreement with the typical widths, as the peak of the flow channel width occurrence
was between 200-250 km and the mean value of the width was ∼300 km. This could
be the characteristic width of mesoscale flow channels in the polar cap. These values
are of a similar order to previous studies, such as Provan et al. [1998] (250 km), Wang
et al. [2016] (300 km), Zou et al. [2015b] (200-300 km) and Gabrielse et al. [2018]
(∼180 km median values within the polar cap).
The width values from Paper II are favoured towards measurements of the latitudinal
width of the flow channel, as the Longyearbyen Radar orientation is most favourable to
detect longitudinally oriented channels in the dayside cusp region. In other radar orien-
tations, such as the polar directed Rankin Inlet, more of a latitudinal width component
may be measured, especially on the nightside where FC 3 (associated with PBIs) is ex-
pected to be equatorward directed flows. The value of the width in Paper III therefore
cannot be considered to be a latitudinal width in all cases.
In Paper II, the data suggests an absence of fast, wide flow channels, which could
imply that high velocity flows in the polar cap can concentrate into localised, narrower
channels. Although, it was noted that the population of flow channels with very high
speeds (>1500 m/s) and large widths (>500 km) is small, so further study with more
data was required to confirm this relationship. The statistics in Paper III still do not
provide a clear trend to support the idea and the results remain inconclusive.
5.4 The Solar Wind Driving of Fast Flow Channels
The majority of the detected flow channels in Paper I, Paper II, and Paper III were
driven by By-dominated conditions. The work in Paper II confirms earlier work by
Provan et al. [1999], as the flow channel location distribution is shifted postnoon
(prenoon) for +IMF By (-IMF By) conditions with an westwards (eastwards) flow in
the dayside ionosphere. The Provan et al. [1999] study used the Hankasalmi radar in
Finland, which is orientated polewards. The Longyearbyen radar used in Paper II is
more zonally orientated and therefore has a much more appropriate field-of-view and
latitude for observing the IMF By influence on dayside transients near the cusp region.
Paper III data showed the same shifting of the flow channel location due to the IMF By
as in Paper II.
All three Papers also provide evidence that the IMF components are not required to
be high magnitude to drive flow channels in the polar cap. Case 1 in Paper I shows a
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flow channel on the dusk flank (79 MLAT, 7 MLT) that is driven by small magnitude
magnetic fields (Bz -0.5–2.5, By -1–2.5 nT). Although, Case 2 in Paper I shows that
flow channels driven by higher IMF magnitudes (Bz -5 to -7 nT, By 10 nT) can last for
long periods of time (up to an hour) if the magnitudes remain high. The statistics of Pa-
per III show that it is the low magnitude, short duration, unstable, IMF By-dominated
fast flow channels that are observed the most, with mean magnitudes of By=4 nT, Bz=2
nT, Bx=3 nT. This is an interesting finding as many previous studies on fast flow chan-
nels have been constrained to times of strong solar wind driving with high magnitude
magnetic fields, such as during Interplanetary Coronal Mass Ejections (ICMEs) [An-
dalsvik et al., 2011; Sandholt and Farrugia, 2009; Sandholt et al., 2010]. Findings from
all three Papers suggest that these rare cases of extreme IMF are not required to drive
fast flow channels and the ionosphere-magnetosphere system is driven more frequently
by average conditions, and are therefore a more common phenomena.
It is likely that flow channels are also present on the dusk flank, but that ionospheric
conditions are not favourable for them to be detected within SuperDARN data. Un-
der +IMF By (-IMF By) conditions in the NH (SH), higher density plasma is drawn
from the postnoon sector into the convection pattern towards the dawn flank. This
higher density plasma can result in more irregularities and can therefore create more
favourable conditions for the radars to detect flow channels than on the dusk flank,
where the lower density plasma is circulating [Jin et al., 2015; Oksavik et al., 2010].
It is also noted that findings in Paper II (where mostly dayside flow channels are
observed) suggest a seasonal preference of the fast flow channels. The occurrence
distribution peaks close to the spring and autumn equinoxes. This may be due to the
Russell-McPherron effect, where the southward component becomes statistically more
geoeffective at the equinoxes and there is a stronger coupling between the solar wind-
magnetosphere-ionosphere system. Overall, this suggests that dayside reconnection
with a strong IMF By component is the dominant mechanism in accelerating the flow
channels in the dayside region to the high velocities detected with the algorithm.
5.5 The Role of Flow Channels in Flux Transfer over the Polar Cap
In Paper I, the flow channels from Case 1 on the dawn flank and Case 2 in the cusp re-
gion were found to account for 60% and 46% of the cross polar cap potential (CPCP) at
their peak values. This suggests that flow channels can account for a substantial amount
of the polar cap potential and that they are important in the redistribution of flux over
the polar cap, occurring both at the ionospheric footprint due to dayside reconnection
and deeper into the polar cap on the flank of a polar cap arc. However, these values
could be an overestimation, as the CPCP is estimated from the SuperDARN convection
maps, where data coverage is not present across all points in the polar cap. Other esti-
mates in literature find that polar cap flow channels account for 35% [Andalsvik et al.,
2011] and 25% [Sandholt et al., 2010] of the CPCP. All of these estimates suggest that
polar cap flow channels can account for a substantial amount of the CPCP, and that it
is important to have radar coverage in the polar cap in order to obtain realistic values
of the CPCP, as without coverage in these regions the CPCP would likely be severely
underestimated.
Fig.5.1a and b show a conceptual overview of the different flow channel stages from
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Figure 5.1: Panels A and B show a conceptual MLAT/MLT overview of the different stages
of flow channels in the Southern Hemisphere for +IMF By and -IMF By respectively. Ap-
proximate regions of the flow channels at different stages of evolution across the polar cap
are indicated by the different shaded regions for FC 0 (purple), FC 1 (red), FC 2 (blue), FC 3
(green), and FC 4 (yellow). Black arrows mark the direction of plasma flow at the indicated
locations and the OCB is indicated by a dashed circle. Panels C and D show the flow chan-
nel MLAT/MLT occurrence distribution (including flow channels on closed field lines) in the
Southern Hemisphere for +IMF By and -IMF By respectively.
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the SF framework (see Section 2.14) for positive and negative IMF By in the Southern
Hemisphere. Black arrows mark the direction of plasma flow at the indicated locations.
Fig.5.1c and d show the occurrence distribution of flow channel location in MLT/MLAT
for positive and negative IMF By in the Southern Hemisphere (from the supplementary
material of Paper III). These distributions include flow channels detected on both open
and closed field lines. The occurrence distributions show that FCs were detected over
all MLTs. This indicates that flow channels play an important role in the redistribution
of magnetic flux across the entire polar cap.
The dayside driven channels (FC 1/ FC 2, up to 20-25 minutes after dayside re-
connection), are the most prominent in the statistics, and are present in high occur-
rences (in agreement with Paper II). This could be due to the cusp region acting as a
a hot spot for ionospheric irregularities, as seen in both GPS phase scintillation and
HF radar backscatter over longer duration and larger areas than observed on the night-
side [Prikryl et al., 2011]. The occurrence distributions also show the shifting of the
FC 1 and FC 2 location in MLT under different senses of IMF By that is present in
the conceptual overview. For +IMF By (-IMF By) the area of high occurrence (yel-
low region) in Fig.5.1c and d is shifted duskward (dawnwards), in agreement with the
direction of the magnetic tension forces from dayside reconnection in response to a
By-dominant IMF. The population of FCs on the flanks likely contains FC 2 on old
open field lines, which are no longer directly driven by active dayside reconnection but
are instead driven by momentum transfer from field lines connected to the high-latitude
boundary layer, tailwards of the cusp [Stern, 1984].
The nightside driven flow channels (FC 3 and FC 4) and flow channels in the return
flow regions on closed field lines (FC 0) are present in the occurrence distribution, but
are much less abundant than the dayside driven channels. This could be due to the
selection of radars, which is discussed in more detail in the following paragraph. It is
important to note that the different regions of flow channels indicated in Fig.5.1a and
b are not fixed in MLT/MLAT and the position of the flow channels depends on the
prevailing solar wind and geomagnetic driving conditions. The displayed regions are
rather a conceptual approximation of the average FC locations over all IMF conditions.
The SH distribution was chosen for discussion as there were a higher number of flow
channels observed than in the NH. The IMF By dependency is also visible in the NH,
but with an opposite sense of IMF By to that in the SH.
The aim of the thesis was to study the characteristics and solar wind driving of polar
cap flow channels, so only the radars with fields-of-view at high latitudes were chosen.
FC 3 and FC 4 are linked to substorm activity and auroral streamers. Statistical stud-
ies [Wang et al., 2005] show that the most poleward latitudes of substorm onsets occur
at 73◦ magnetic latitude. It is likely that the constraint of using the highest latitude Su-
perDARN radars leads to low occurrences of nightside driven flow channels, as their
field-of-views extend to a minimum latitude of 60◦ in the SH and 65◦ in the NH. It
is also difficult to observe scatter at the far ranges as this requires multiple-hop prop-
agation. Propagation conditions have to be favourable to support these modes, and
during auroral substorms the ionosphere is very disturbed and can lead to decreases in
backscatter at the radars [Wild and Grocott, 2008]. The radars which were able to view
the flow channels associated with auroral activity in their close ranges (e.g. Rankin In-
let) likely observe the flow channels within E-region scatter, which is limited to the ion
acoustic speed and cannot reach the high magnitudes required by the detection algo-
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rithm [Koustov et al., 2005; Zou et al., 2014]. The nightside flow channels are therefore
less abundant in the statistics, and the algorithm (when applied to the polar radars) is
more suitable for detecting dayside flow channels. Paper III is the first time that FC 2
on the dawn flank has been successfully statistically examined.
The majority of flow channels in Paper II and Paper III are polar cap flow channels.
In Paper I, satellite imaging and global convection maps were used to determine that the
flow channels were inside the polar cap. In Paper II, it was argued that the Longyear-
byen radar is located in the polar cap in a statistical sense, as the radar field-of-view
measures a latitudinal range of 76–82◦ (magnetic coordinates) while the most poleward
section of the OCB is statistically located at 75◦ [Yeoman et al., 2002]. In Paper III, the
AMPERE data were used to determine the OCB location and the flow channel location
was then evaluated to confirm whether the flow channel was inside or outside of the
polar cap. However, this method does have some associated uncertainties. Firstly, the
auroral oval is approximated as a circle. This could lead to an underestimation of the
radius of the OCB on the dayside and an overestimation on the nightside. The R1/R2
current system can also be unstructured due to disturbances or faint current system,
which can lead to an unrealistic fit. Although, to combat the bad fits due to weak cur-
rents, all fits with a peak-to-peak current density magnitude less than 0.15 µA/m are
discarded [Milan et al., 2015].
Of the flow channels with AMPERE data in the period 2010–2016, 84% were clas-
sified as inside the polar cap and 16% were classified as outside the polar cap. Closer
study of the flow channels that are classified as outside the polar cap shows that 81% of
these were detected using the South Pole Station (SPS) and Zhongshan (ZHO) radars.
Most of these flow channels occurred at 13–15 MLT, 78–76 MLAT (with the distribu-
tions tailing off at 82◦ on the poleward size and 70◦ on the equatorward side). These
flow channels are statistically just below the dayside OCB and occur in the postnoon
region, so could realistically be flow channels on closed field lines in the return flow
region (FC 0) [Moen et al., 1995]. Although these flow channels are an interesting
subset, they are not the focus of the thesis and were discarded from the data set in Pa-
per III. After the removal of these events, >95% of the flow channels were within the
polar cap and overall the statistics presented within Paper III can be considered to be
representative of polar cap flow channels.
Chapter 6
Conclusions & Future Work
6.1 Conclusions
This thesis has investigated the characteristics and interplanetary magnetic field driv-
ing conditions of ionospheric flow channels in the polar cap. It includes the first large
scale, inter-hemispheric statistical study into ionospheric fast flow channels with ve-
locities >900 m/s in the polar cap. The SuperDARN network of coherent scatter radars
have been used together with a newly developed detection algorithm. Both ground-
based and satellite auroral imagery have been used in multi-instrument case studies.
Through both case studies and statistical studies, the width, peak velocity, duration,
location and interplanetary magnetic field drivers of the fast flow channels have been
investigated. The key findings of the thesis have been discussed in detail in Chapter 5
and are summarised here:
1. Typical characteristics of fast flow channels
The peak velocity of the fast flow channels was typically between 1.1–1.3 km/s. The
fast flow channels were typically 200–300 km in width. Fast flow channels were most
frequently observed for 2-3 minutes in duration, corresponding to one radar scan. The
majority of the FCs were observed for up to 20 minutes in duration, but a small number
of events exceeded 1 hour.
2. Spatial distribution of fast flow channels
This thesis presents the first statistical occurrence distributions of flow channels at all
MLTs in the northern and southern polar caps. The majority of the fast flow channels
were observed on the dayside in both hemispheres, and the lowest occurrences were on
the nightside and the dusk flank. This thesis also presents the first statistical distribution
of flow channels on old open field lines. Fast polar cap flow channels were observed
deep within the polar cap and on the edge of polar cap arcs.
3. Importance of fast flow channels in the transport of magnetic flux across the polar cap
Fast polar cap flow channels were observed at all stages of their evolution across the
polar cap. Fast flow channels can account for significant fractions of the cross polar
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cap potential (40-60%) and are therefore important for the redistribution of magnetic
flux across the polar cap.
4. Interplanetary magnetic field and fast flow channels
The fast flow channels showed a preference for IMF By-dominant solar wind driv-
ing conditions, with clock angle distributions peaking close to 90◦ and 270◦. The fast
flow channels were observed mainly under unstable IMF. Under IMF By+ (IMF By-)
conditions in the Northern Hemisphere (Southern Hemisphere), flow channels are de-
tected deep into the polar cap on the dawn flank on old open field lines. Flow channels
generally do not require large magnitudes of IMF By or IMF Bz to form, peaking in
occurrence for magnitudes of ±3.5 nT for IMF By and -0.5 nT for IMF Bz.
6.2 Future Work
The detection algorithm and resultant database of flow channels generated in this thesis
has much more to offer than could be achieved in a single PhD. This thesis provides
the groundwork for many new and exciting research opportunities. Some suggested
projects for future work are listed below.
The Thermospheric Response to Ionospheric Flow Channels
How the neutral thermosphere reacts to sudden changes in plasma velocity, such as
those that occur during ionospheric flow channels, is not yet fully understood or sub-
stantially researched [Deng et al., 2019]. Such localised strong flows are likely to be
significant mesoscale momentum and energy sources to the thermosphere through the
ion-neutral coupling process. The database of fast flow channels can be used in con-
junction with incoherent scatter radar data (e.g EISCAT Svalbard Radar or Poker Flat
Incoherent Scatter Radar) and neutral wind measurements from Scanning Doppler Im-
agers (SDIs) to answer the following open questions:
• How does the thermospheric wind and temperature change in response to energy
deposited by ionospheric flow channels?
• How much energy is deposited in the thermosphere due to particle precipitation
associated with flow channel structures (e.g. poleward moving auroral forms and
auroral arcs)?
• How much energy/mass is transported up from the thermosphere to the magneto-
sphere due to ionospheric heating driven by flow channels (e.g. via ion outflow)?
• What is the relationship between the size/velocity/duration of the flow channels
and the thermospheric response?
The Evolution of Ionospheric Flow Channels
The flow channel detection algorithm is best suited to detecting the flow channels at
their peak. With the peak now identified, the formation and decay stages of the flow
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channels can be obtained through manual inspection or computationally by comparing
the scans before and after the peak to determine a total duration for each flow channel.
The follow open questions can then be addressed:
• What is the typical duration of ionospheric flow channels, from formation to de-
cay?
• Do the formation, peak, and decay of the flow channel occur in discrete stages?
If so how long is each stage of the evolution?
• How does the flow channel evolution change with different solar wind driving
conditions?
• Do flow channels have the same duration across all MLTs?
These questions can be answered in a statistical sense but there is also value in
case studies for this project. There were events in the flow channel database that were
identified by two radars in an overlapping backscatter region. Case studies of these
events could allow velocity vectors to be determined and the flow channel motion and
evolution could be determined in fuller detail.
Interhemispheric Behaviour of Ionospheric Flow Channels
As we include radar data from both hemispheres, a subset of our events include flow
channels that are observed simultaneously in both hemispheres. These events can be
used to explore the following:
• Do the flow channels show the expected asymmetry due to dayside reconnection
under By-dominated solar wind driving?
• Do the flow channels have similar characteristics, e.g width, velocity and dura-
tion?
• Can the flow channel width on newly-opened field lines give information on the
length of the reconnection region in the magnetosphere?
• Do the nightside flow channels occur simultaneously in both hemispheres and
what does this suggest about the dynamics of the magnetotail?
Auroral Forms Associated with Ionospheric Flow Channels
The flow channel database could be compared to ground based (e.g meridian scanning
photometers, all sky cameras) and satellite (e.g. DMSP, IMAGE) optics to investigate
the relationship between flow channels and auroral features. The following questions
could be addressed:
• What type of auroral forms are associated with the flow channels?
• Are these auroral forms confined to a certain range of MLT/MLATs?
• Are flow channels present while the auroral forms develop and evolve on their
journey across the polar cap?
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• What role do flow channels play in the formation of the auroral features (e.g.
airglow patches)?
• Under what IMF driving conditions are the auroral features observed?
• Do the auroral features appear and develop simultaneously in both hemispheres?
Ionospheric Flow Channels on Closed Field Lines
This thesis concentrated on polar cap flow channels, but there are also flow channels
occurring on closed field lines in the ionospheric return flow regions [Moen et al.,
1995], which are classified as FC 0 in the SF framework. Applying the algorithm to
mid latitude flows on closed field lines will allow the detection of flow channels within
the auroral zones. The following questions can be addressed:
• What are the characteristics (e.g. velocity, duration, width) of flow channels on
closed field lines?
• Are the characteristics similar to polar cap flow channels?
• Where/when are flow channels on closed field lines most frequently observed?
• How significant are flow channels on closed field lines in the redistribution of
magnetic flux?
Lower Velocity Flow Channels in the Polar Cap
The velocity and gradient thresholds have been fixed at high values during this thesis
to investigate the extreme population of high velocity flow channels. It would also be
interesting to decrease the thresholds and examine the statistics of the lower velocity
flow channels. Some open questions include:
• Are the lower velocity flow channels more common that the higher velocity flow
channels?
• How much of the cross polar cap potential do the lower velocity flow channels
account for?
• Are the lower velocity flow channels associated with different magnetospher-
ic/ionospheric phenomena than the higher velocity flow channels?
• What is the velocity distribution of flow channels in the polar cap?
• Does lowering the threshold allow for the tracking of features, such as airglow
patches, across the polar cap?
This thesis, in addition to all of the above questions, will allow us to progress beyond
the large-scale, static picture of convection in the polar ionosphere. Answering the
open questions on ionospheric flow channels will allow us to move towards a more
comprehensive understanding of the role of mesoscale high velocity features in the
polar cap and their importance in the solar wind-magnetosphere-ionosphere system.
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Abstract This paper presents a new algorithm for detecting high-speed flow channels in the polar cap.
The algorithm was applied to Super Dual Auroral Radar Network data, specifically to data from the new
Longyearbyen radar. This radar is located at 78.2◦N, 16.0◦E geographical coordinates looking north-east,
and is therefore at an ideal location to measure flow channels in the high-latitude polar cap. The algorithm
detected >500 events over 1 year of observations, and within this paper two case studies are considered in
more detail. A flow channel on “old-open field lines” located on the dawn flank was directly driven under
quiet conditions over 13 min. This flow channel contributed to a significant fraction (60%) of the cross
polar cap potential and was located on the edge of a polar cap arc. Another case study follows the
development of a flow channel on newly opened field lines within the cusp. This flow channel is a
spontaneously driven event forming under strong solar wind driving and is intermittently excited over
the course of almost an hour. As they provide a high fraction of the cross polar cap potential, these
small-scale structures are vital for understanding the transport of magnetic flux over the polar cap.
1. Introduction
For southward interplanetary magnetic field (IMF), the high-latitude plasma convection in the ionosphere
can be described on the large scale as twin-cell convection, which flows antisunward across the polar cap
and returns to the dayside at auroral latitudes. The flow is usually assumed to be constant over thousands
of kilometers with typical speeds of several hundreds of meters per second (MacDougall & Jayachandran,
2001). However, on a smaller scale (100–500 km), convection within the polar cap is not a uniform, laminar
flow but is instead frequently driven by dynamic mesoscale phenomena. These structured flow enhance-
ments occur at many locations and are classified under different names within the literature depending on
their location, speed, size, and duration. Pinnock et al. (1993) reported a class of longitudinally extended
flow channel events (FCEs) within Southern Hemisphere radar data, where the plasma within the flow
channels traveled with speeds of 2–3 km/s within the dayside cusp. These features were suggested to be an
ionospheric manifestation of flux transfer events (FTEs), which are reconnection events at the dayside mag-
netopausewith amean recurrence rate of 7–8min (Haerendel et al., 1978; Russell & Elphic, 1978, 1979). The
ionospheric response to transient dayside reconnection has been observed and named differently depending
on the context in which it was observed. This can introduce confusion as the observations are linked and in
some cases can describe the same phenomenon.
One of the other radar signatures of dayside reconnection linked to FTEs and FCEs was detected in Super
Dual Auroral Radar Network (SuperDARN) data and named pulsed ionospheric flows (PIFs; Provan et al.,
1998, 1999). These periodic bursts of antisunward convection, detected initially by the SuperDARN radar
located in Finland, have a typical recurrence rate of 7–8min but this can vary between 5 and 12min.Neudegg
et al. (2000) identified a statistical link between FTEs and high speed flows in the polar ionosphere (such as
PIFs/FCEs) with over 99% confidence by using Equator-S satellite data and SuperDARN data to observe the
effects of FTEs propagating from the magnetosphere to the ionosphere. McWilliams et al. (2000) found the
occurrence rates and repetition rates of PIFs to be very similar to that of FTEs and poleward moving auroral
forms, the optical manifestations of FTEs (Denig et al., 1993; Milan et al., 1999, 2000; Sandholt et al., 1990,




• Polar cap flow channels can account
for a substantial amount (40–60%) of
the cross polar cap potential
• Flow channels can form due to
dayside reconnection or appear on
the edge of polar cap arcs
• Magnetic field lines that opened
25 min ago can still cause fast flow
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In addition to polewardmoving auroral forms, polar cap arcs (PCAs) are also optical features associatedwith
flow channels. PCAs are caused by precipitating electrons that are often accelerated through a field-aligned
potential drop and occur primarily under the influence of a northward IMF and quiet geomagnetic condi-
tions. They are known to be associated with flow shears and therefore flow channels, where the potential
drop across the flow channel is typically∼10 kV and can account for∼10–40% of the cross polar cap potential
(Zou et al., 2015a, 2015b).
Flow channels (FCs) have also been observed in locations other than the cusp, and their temporal evolution
has been described by dividing them into four categories: FC 1, FC 2, FC 3, and FC 4 (Sandholt & Farrugia,
2009). FC 1 and FC 2 are driven by dayside reconnection and occur at different stages of evolution of the
opened field lines. Both FC 1 and FC 2 arise from the closure of field-aligned currents via ionospheric Peder-
sen currents, but they differ as FC 1 occurs on newly opened field lines (time since reconnection <10 min),
whereas FC 2 occurs on “old-open field lines,” which underwent reconnection 10–30min earlier (Andalsvik
et al., 2011; Sandholt & Farrugia, 2009). PIFs occur on newly opened field lines (corresponding to FC 1)
in the cusp, while FC 2 is located immediately poleward of the auroral oval on the dawn and dusk flanks
(06–09/15–18 magnetic local time (MLT)). FC 2 are 200–300 km wide channels of enhanced antisunward
flow which typically last for 5–10 min. They are attributed to momentum transfer from the high-latitude
and flank boundary layers on the downstream side of the cusp via the C1-C2 cusp currents. The C1-C2 cusp
currents (Farrugia et al., 2003; Sandholt et al., 2010) form the system responsible for momentum transfer
from the high-latitude and flank boundary layers on the downstream side of the cusp on old-open field
lines. These channels can either be “directly driven” by southward turnings in the IMF after an appropriate
time delay, or “spontaneous” events occurring during stable periods of southward IMF where the channel
is intermittently excited (Sandholt et al., 2010). An IMF By-induced asymmetry in the location of FC 2 is
noted by Sandholt and Farrugia (2012), as FC 2 is located mainly on the postnoon/dusk (prenoon/dawn)
side of the polar cap for IMF By < 0 (>0) conditions. Andalsvik et al. (2011) expands on this framework by
defining a polar cap flow channel as a latitudinally restricted (a few 100 km) regime of enhanced antisun-
ward convection >1 km/s and studies the dayside and nightside sources of polar cap convection events. FC
3 (premidnight/postmidnight sectors) and FC 4 (linked to streamers) are driven by nightside processes in
the magetotail lobes and/or plasma sheet. The statistics of the nightside flow channels have been studied
by Gabrielse et al. (2018) and they find that the flow channels are aligned with the large-scale background
convection. They also find a postmidnight preference in the polar cap flows, which is similar to the behavior
of PCAs.
Previous work involving flow channels has largely been based on data from satellite passes (e.g., Sandholt
& Farrugia, 2009), where the flow channel can only be sampled once per orbit and therefore do not describe
the temporal evolution of the flow channel. Although SuperDARNdata have been used in the past to observe
flow channels, studies have focused on either a single beam within a radar scan (Provan et al., 1999) or
occasionally referenced SuperDARN global convection maps for a large-scale overview of the flow channel
(Andalsvik et al., 2011). Observing a single beamwithin a radar scan allows for the best temporal resolution,
but offers limited information about the structure of the channel. Each cell within the global convection
map is a 111 km × 111 km square, which places a lower limit on the size of channels which can be detected.
To give further insight into the structure and spacial/temporal evolution of flow channels, we will analyze
individual, whole field-of-view (FOV) radar scans from the Longyearbyen SuperDARN radar over a period
of 1 year.
The selection of a 0.9 km/s velocity magnitude threshold and the definition of a flow channel is discussed
in more details in section 3 of the paper. These, along with additional applied criteria, ensure that only fast,
well-defined channels embedded within a region of slower, background convection flow are identified (as
shown, e.g., in Figure 1). In this paper, the focus will be on two case studies of flow channels, one on the
dawn flank and another within the cusp. The properties, formation, evolution and contribution to the cross
polar cap potential will be examined. A future paper will study the statistics of the detected flow channels.
2. Instrumentation
The Super Dual Auroral Network (SuperDARN) is a global network of over 30 high-frequency coher-
ent scatter radars designed primarily for studying F region ionospheric plasma (Chisham et al., 2007;
Greenwald et al., 1995). During the common mode of operation, each SuperDARN radar in the network
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Figure 1. The field-of-view of the Longyearbyen radar in Magnetic Local Time (MLT)/Magnetic Latitude (MLat)
coordinates showing the line-of-sight velocity, where blue and red represent flows toward and away from the radar,
respectively. A clear channel of enhanced flow toward the radar is visibly embedded within the slower moving
background flow.
steps through a series of azimuthally consecutive beams, separated by∼3◦ increments. Each beam is divided
into 75 range gates of 45 km resolution. The radars are frequency agile (8–20 MHz) and routinely mea-
sure the line-of-sight Doppler velocity, spectral width, and backscattered power frommagnetic field-aligned
ionospheric irregularities. These decameter-scale irregularities drift at the bulk E × B drift velocity in the
F region ionosphere.
In this study, we specifically used scans from the Longyearbyen SuperDARN (LYR) radar, which is located
at 78.153◦N, 16.074◦E, 472m altitude and began operations in October 2016. The data used were recorded in
commonmode in 2017 on channelA (9.8–9.9MHz) at 1min resolution,which is the time taken to complete a
scan of all 16 beams. The LYR radar was selected as the first target of the flow channel detection algorithm as
it has an ideal position at a high-latitude with a north-east facing field-of-view (shown in Figure 1), covering
a large area of the polar cap and receiving a large amount of backscatter. The radar can theoretically detect
backscatter up to 3,500 km in range but more regularly records data up to 1,500 km with a latitudinal range
of approximately 76–82◦ (magnetic coordinates).
Data from SuperDARN radars can be combined to providemaps of the high-latitude ionospheric convection
using the “map potential” technique (Ruohoniemi & Baker, 1998), in which the electrostatic potential pat-
tern is determined as an expansion in spherical harmonic functions. Line-of-sight velocity measurements
from all of the radars are gridded and used to determine the values of the spherical harmonic coefficients,
while an IMF-driven model is used to constrain the spherical harmonic fit in areas where data coverage is
sparse or absent. The model used to generate the convection maps within this study is the TS18 statistical
model of ionospheric convection (Thomas & Shepherd, 2018). The electrostatic potential pattern usually
reaches amaximumnear dawn and aminimumnear dusk. The cross polar cap potential (CPCP), a proxy for
the strength of the ionospheric convection at a given time, can then be calculated as the difference between
the maximum and minimum potential. All magnetic coordinates displayed within this paper are altitude
adjusted corrected geomagnetic coordinates (Baker & Wing, 1989; Shepherd, 2014).
This study also uses data from the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP). Each DMSP satel-
lite has a 101 min polar, Sun-synchronous orbit at an altitude of 840 km. Since 2003, the DMSP satellites
have housed the Special Sensor Ultraviolet Spectrographic Imager (SSUSI), with a global far ultraviolet (UV)
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Figure 2. Plots demonstrating the analysis of a simulated flow channel. Panel (a) shows a channel of >0.9 km/s flow
within slower moving (200 m/s) background flow. Positively identified cells are marked with gray dots, edge cells are
marked by black crosses, and the principal component axes are marked with solid black lines and encompassed by an
oval. A vertical dotted red line shows a slice through the beams at a constant range. Panel (b) shows the velocity across
that slice with annotations of notable features.
imager (165–180 nm; Paxton et al., 1992). Each scan of the oval takes ∼20 min, and the emissions are pro-
duced primarily due to precipitating electrons impacting the upper atmosphere. In this paper, observations
in the Lyman-Birge-Hopfield Long (LBHL)wavelength range (165–180 nm) are presented to provide a global
context for each event.
Optical images recorded by the Sony a7s All Sky Camera (ASC) at the Kjell Henriksen Observatory
(78.148◦N, 16.043◦E, 520 m altitude) were also used in this study to provide a detailed view of the time evo-
lution of the auroral emissions in the vicinity of the flow channel. The camera is located 1 km from the
Longyearbyen radar and uses a fish-eye lens to capture 180◦ color images of the sky with a 4 s exposure time.
3. Flow Channel Detection Algorithm
The aim of the newly developed algorithm was to automatically search through the large SuperDARN data
set and locate fast flowing channels embedded within a slower moving background convection. The algo-
rithm was applied on the Longyearbyen radar to all 2017 channel A common mode data. This equated to
314 days of 1 min resolution scans and in total ∼450,000 scans were used. The algorithm requires a larger
amount of scatter coverage to be present within each fan plot than is typically available within a single scan.
This is due to the fact that the radar relies on backscatter from electron density irregularities where the Bragg
condition is satisfied and it is generally not the case that data will be obtained from every range gate along
every beam. Therefore, the data set was smoothed to improve data coverage by averaging each individual
cell (1 × 45 km range gate along one beam) within the FOV over three consecutive scans. Only the available
data in each cell over the three scans were averaged together, so the averages in each cell were calculated
from between one and three individual velocity values. From this point onward, we define a “scan” to be
a grid of beams and range gates, where each “cell” contains an average velocity at that specific beam and
range gate over any available velocity data within three consecutive minutes. A choice of a 3 min average for
each scan maintains a high enough resolution to detect transient channels associated with reconnection.
Figure 2a shows a scan of an idealized flow channel plotted as color contours on a beam-gate grid, where
the red dotted line represents a slice through the beams at a constant range. This idealized case will be used
to illustrate the steps in the algorithm. If there were no fast flows within the grid, then there could be no
flow channel, thus a check for velocity magnitudes above 0.9 km/s was applied to the grid. If the search
yielded nothing, this grid was neglected, the start timewas shifted by 1min and a new scanwas generated. If
there were fast flows within the grid, it was important to determine if they contain structure or if they were
actually noise and not physical. The cell containing the fast flowwas then compared to the eight neighboring
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cells, spanning across the adjacent beams and ranges. If scatter was present in all of the neighbors, every cell
contained velocities of the same sign, and their average velocity exceeded 0.9 km/s, then a velocity structure
is said to exist and this represents the threshold of detection of the algorithm.
Another test was required to eliminate instances where fast flows may exist but with a gradual gradient
across the structure. Cases such as these are likely to be an artifact of the look direction of the radar, perhaps
viewing constant flow at an angle which appears to reveal fast flows gradually transitioning to slower flows.
A quantitative check of the gradient is then required and is demonstrated in Figure 2b, which shows the
velocity profile over a slice across the beams at a constant range. The gradient of the velocity is calculated by
taking the difference in velocity (v2− v1) in a sliding window across the entire slice. The algorithm searches
for two sharp gradients of opposing signs, which should be present on the edge cells of the channel at the
transition points between the inside of the fast moving channel and the slower background flows. These two
locations are defined as the “edge” of the channel and it is now possible to refer to the inside and outside of
the channel with respect to these edges. The edge cells must be of the same sign as the inside of the channel,
and theremust not be anymissing datawithin the channel. The threshold placed on the gradient is 400m s−1
cell−1, as this eliminated most of the slowly varying gradients. Additionally, the inside of the channel is
examined to ensure that on average the flow magnitude is above 0.9 km/s, which allows for variation but
prevents the detection of more complicated channels that are harder to analyze. There should also be no
velocity values exceeding 0.9 km/s outside of the channel as this region should be the slower background
flow. To ensure that the background flow exists around the channel, the points immediately outside of the
edge cells along the slice are examined. If >80% of these points are present and there are >5 edge cells in
total, then the FC is accepted to be embedded within a discernible background flow. Slicing only at constant
range through the identified cell may also bias results to certain orientations of flow channel. To avoid this,
slices are taken every 30◦ in a circle around the identified cell and the structure was accepted as a flow
channel if any one of these slices satisfied the listed criteria of the gradient and background tests.
Another feature shown in Figure 2a is the black oval encompassing the flow channel, where the semimajor
and semiminor axes (marked with black straight lines) demarcate the principal component axis of all the
identified cells of the algorithm (gray dots). The principal components of the identified cells were calculated
to estimate the orientation of the channel with respect to the beam direction (semimajor axis) and the width
of the channel (semiminor axis). The ellipse that bounds the flow channel contains 96% of all identified cells.
While a variety of velocity magnitudes have been observed inside flow channels (e.g., Andalsvik et al., 2011,
v > 1 km/s; Nishimura et al., 2014, v = 0.9 km/s; Oksavik et al., 2005, v = 0.5 km/s) there exists no
definition as to how to define the edge of a channel. As such, we tested the detection algorithm with three
different velocity gradient thresholds (400, 500, and 600ms−1 cell−1) in combinationwith a variety of velocity
magnitude thresholds inside the channel (from 500 up to 1,000 m/s). To ensure we have fast flows we set
the velocity threshold toward the higher end of the range of velocities observed in a flow channel at v > 0.9
km/s . Using this as a velocity threshold and given the spatial resolution of the radar data (45 km range gates
along the beam), it was decided that a velocity gradient threshold of 400 m s−1 cell−1 would ensure that we
are indeed observing channel structures with distinct edges embedded within a slower background flow.
Using this criteria, the flow surrounding the channel would then be a maximum of 45% of the flow inside
the channel and this change would occur over a small spatial scale (1 cell). In addition, an examination of
the actual velocity inside the identified channels using this criteria was also undertaken, which showed an
average channel velocity of∼1,100m/s with a lower limit of the full width half maximum of the distribution
at 950 m/s.
Figure 3 shows four examples of detected channels, where the gray dots indicate the cells which passed all
the tests. Many different sizes and orientations of flow channels were identified, and in many cases the flow
channel persisted formultiple consecutive scans. To further investigate the location and duration of the flow
channels, it was necessary to consider all of the positively identified cells and define a single channel center
within each scan. In addition, it is required to separate all of the detections into discrete events by defining a
maximum allowable time gap between scans, which if exceeded would separate one “event” from the next.
An average of the beams and range gates of the positively identified cells within each scan produced the
coordinates of a single location for the flow channel center.
The algorithm identified 546 events with FC centers over a range of MLT as shown in Figure 4. An event
is classified as a continuous detection of a FC with no time gaps larger than 3 min. The majority of flow
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Figure 3. Four different examples of scans where flow channels were identified by the algorithm for the dates of (a) 28
February 2017 08:25 UT, (b) 26 October 2017 06:11 UT, (c) 15 April 2017 07:26 UT, and (d) 28 October 2017 04:33 UT.
channels were detected in the dayside polar cap between 9 and 14 MLT. There are also events present along
the dawn and dusk edges of the polar cap and a small number of events on the nightside.
This paper will focus on the in-depth analysis of two case studies that were identified by the detection algo-
rithm. These two case studies are indicated by the red dots within Figure 4: Case 1 on the dawn flank and
Case 2 on the dayside. Case 1 was chosen to investigate flow channels occurring deep within the polar cap,
as the processes behind these channels have not yet been fully explored. Case 2 was chosen as the majority
of events were detected in the dayside polar cap, so taking one from this sample allows discussion of the
characteristics of flow channels on newly opened field lines. This event also persisted for almost an hour,
which allows a time series to be examined and for the formation, evolution, and decay of the channel to be
studied. A later paper will explore the statistics of the identified FCs, including event durations, monthly
occurrence, and the IMF dependencies of FC location.
4. Case Studies
4.1. Case 1: Dawn Polar Cap Flow Channel at 79◦ MLAT/7MLT
The first case study focuses on an example of a flow channel occurring on the dawn flank (79◦ MLAT, 7
MLT), deep within the polar cap on 2 October 2017 at 01:10 UT. Figure 5 shows solar wind data from the
OMNI 1 min resolution data set, which has been time-shifted to the nose of the Earth's bow shock. Overall,
the characteristics of the solar wind show average values with no strong solar wind driving (Bz −0.5–2.5 nT,
By −1–2.5 nT, density ∼3.5 n/cm3, velocity ∼420 km/s, and pressure ∼1.5 nPa). Figure 5 shows that during
the interval of interest, there was mainly northward IMF and By alternated between positive and negative
values. The FC duration, as detected by the algorithm, is indicated by a yellow highlighted section of the
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Figure 4. The gray dots show the occurrence in Magnetic Local Time
(MLT)/Magnetic Latitude (MLat) coordinates of the flow channel center at
the beginning of each event within the study. The two case studies have
been indicated by red dots.
plot from01:10–01:12UT. Flow channels occurring on the dawn anddusk
flanks in the polar cap fall into the FC 2 category and happen on old-open
field lines, which are field lines that have been opened on the dayside
10–30 min earlier. In the case of FC 2 on the dawn flank, a positive By is
also expected (Sandholt & Farrugia, 2012). Searching in the solar wind
data for potential FC triggers that match these specifications yields the
blue highlighted section between 00:45 and 00:51 UT in Figure 5. During
this interval, Bz takes a small magnitude southward turning to a maxi-
mum of ∼ −0.5 nT and remains negative for 6 min and By switches from
negative to positive, dominating Bz with a value of +2 nT. The time delay
between By and Bz and also their signs are consistent with the Sandholt
and Farrugia (2009) framework for FC 2 on the dawn flank on old-open
magnetic field lines.
Figure 6a is a plot of data from the SSUSI onboard the F17DMSP satellite,
showing emissions in the LBHL wavelength. On the dawn flank, the UV
emissions show a thick band at 70–80◦ MLAT associated with the auroral
oval and also a thin branch further poleward (∼82◦ MLAT) that is aligned
east-west. This feature is consistent with a PCA, specifically a bending
arc. Bending arcs form under By-dominated conditions and in most stud-
ied cases Bz is close to zero (Carter et al., 2015; Kullen et al., 2015). They
move primarily antisunward, in contrast to other PCAs that move dawn-
ward or duskward. The arc may have been imaged on its antisunward
journey across the polar cap and was observed in the dawn sector due to
the positive By component. Figure 6b shows a SuperDARN LYR fan plot
for 1:12–1:15 UT, where the FC is clearly visible as an enhanced region
of antisunward flow. DMSP traversed from east to west and passed 70 MLAT on the dawnside at 01:19 UT,
which means DMSP SSUSI recorded the region where the SuperDARN FOV shows the flow channel at
approximately 01:12 UT, the same time as the displayed 3 min average. The FC lies in between the auroral
oval and the bending arc and the flow on each side of the FC seems to slow or reverse at some ranges. The
velocity shear associated with the arc is located at the poleward side of the channel. At the equatorward
side, the radar begins to measure the flow reversal region associated with sunward return flow on closed
field lines. The map potential plot of Figure 6c, shows a dominant dusk cell due to the positive By and the
clear signature of the flow channel in the close ranges. Figure 6c also supports the conclusion that the FC
location is antisunward of the convection throat and a comparison with Figure 6a reinforces that the auro-
ral oval emissions are in the same location as the reversal of the convection on the equatorward edge of the
FC. Unfortunately, DMSP F17 did not pass directly over the flow channel, so cross-track ion drift velocity
measurements are unavailable for the interval.
To investigate the temporal evolution of the flow channel and its associated optical signatures, Figure 7 (left)
shows all sky camera data from Longyearbyen plotted beside SuperDARN LYR fan plots over the interval of
interest (Figure 7, right). On each ASC image, north, west, south, and east are at the top, right, bottom, and
Figure 5. OMNI solar wind data time lagged to the bow shock for Case 1 on 2 October 2017 01:10 UT. The magnetic
field data are in Geocentric Solar Magnetospheric (GSM) coordinates. The area highlighted in blue shows the potential
solar wind trigger of the flow channel, while the yellow highlighted area marks the flow channel duration.
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Figure 6. Plots for Case 1 on 2 October 2017 showing (a) the DMSP F17 pass recorded by the SSUSI instrument in the
LBHL wavelength, crossing left to right over the period 1:09–1:19 UT, (b) the SuperDARN line-of-sight velocity scan
from 1:12–1:15 UT, and (c) the SuperDARN convection map from 1:12–1:14 UT.
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Figure 7. (Left column) The all sky camera images during the formation and decay of the flow channel with the
cardinal points and look direction of the SuperDARN Longyearbyen radar. (Right column) The SuperDARN
Longyearbyen fan plots at the same times as the all sky images, where the green oval shows an approximate
field-of-view of the all sky camera at an assumed altitude of 125 km for the 557.7 nm emission.
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Figure 8. Schematic of the topology of the magnetic field, current systems,
and ionospheric features for Case 1 on 2 October 2017. R1 and R2 are the
Regions 1 and 2 Birkeland currents, C1 and C2 are the cusp current
systems, and red arrows marked Jp indicated ionospheric Pedersen
currents. The flow channel velocity is depicted by a blue-filled circle, and
the associated electric field by a black arrow. The polar cap arc and auroral
oval are shown in green highlighted areas.
left, respectively. In the first image at 01:10UT, a stable,weak arc stretches
from north-east to south-west, which has remained in place for roughly
30min, first appearing at 00:40UT. A second thin, faint arc formed at 1:10
UT and is visible close to this stable arc, aligned in the same direction but
more directly over zenith. The arcs abruptly brighten and merge at 01:13
UT, aligning north-east to south-west. The intensification of the arcs is
short-lived and begins to fade at 01:17 UT, becoming less structured and
fading almost completely by 01:20 UT.
The green oval in each panel of Figure 7 (right) shows the approximate
field-of-view of the all sky camera at an assumed altitude of 125 km for
the 557.7 nm emission. Figure 7 (right) shows that the FC is clearly visi-
ble at 1:10 UT. This was when the detection algorithm first identified the
channel. However, the three-scan average with the greatest number of
detected cells, and therefore the peak intensity of the flow channel evo-
lution, was at 01:11 UT. There are insufficient background flows for FC
detection with the algorithm by the 01:13 UT scan, although the high
flows associated with the FC center still persist. A manual check of the
3 min average scans reveals that the flow channel has a duration of 13
min. The FC first begins to form at 1:07 UT, peaks at approximately 1:12
UT, and then decays in speed and size until there is very little evidence of
the channel by 01:20 UT. The evolution of the FC and arc are similar in
duration and intensity, which could suggest that they are a coupled iono-
spheric response to a system driver. The FC center is (on average over
the event) located at 79◦ MLAT, ∼7 MLT. The average velocity within the
FC during the period of 01:11–01:14 UT was 985 m/s and can be used
alongside the magnetic field strength to estimate an electric field value of
49 mV/m. The width as calculated from the fitted ellipse was found over
the event to be on average 418 km. The potential drop over the FC can
then be calculated as 21 kV. As the SuperDARN map potential value of
the CPCP is 35 kV at the time of the FC, this results in the FC contributing
60% of the total CPCP.
Figure 8 shows a schematic illustration of the field-aligned currents associated with the FC and PCA. On the
right-hand side of the diagramare the large-scale current systems associatedwith themorning sector auroral
oval. These currents (R1 and R2) are known as the Birkeland currents (Birkeland, 1908), which encircle the
high-latitude regions of each pole in two rings (Iijima & Potemra, 1976). These current systems close via
horizontal Pedersen currents, electrodynamically linking the magnetopause, the inner magnetosphere, and
the ionosphere. The poleward ring (R1) flows into the ionosphere on the dawnside and out on the duskside,
linking to the magnetopause current, while the polarity is reversed for R2, which maps to the partial ring
current. Further poleward lie the C1-C2 cusp currents. FC 2 is the result of the closure of these currents in
the ionosphere (Sandholt & Farrugia, 2009; Sandholt et al., 2006). The PCA is colocated with the upward
directed C1 current. This schematic view is supported by the previously discussed flows in the fan plots
shown in Figure 7 as the reversal poleward of the channel is consistent with an upward current (C1) and
the auroral precipitation (PCA), while R1 is colocated with the shear between antisunward flow across the
polar cap and sunward return flow on closed field lines in the dawn auroral oval.
4.2. Case 2: Extended Cusp Flow Channel 77◦ MLAT/10.5 MLT
The majority of the detected FCs occur on the dayside between 9 and 14 MLT (see Figure 4). Therefore, in
order to examine a case representative of this sample, a period of multiple cusp FCs located on average at
10.5 MLT (between 05 and 06 UT) is analyzed in the following case study. Figure 9 shows the IMFmagnetic
field, density, velocity, and pressure from the OMNI data between 4:00 and 6:30 UT on 7 November 2017.
The algorithm detected FCs in six intervals indicated by the yellow highlighted sections on all four panels in
Figure 9. Figures 9b and 9d show that the solar wind density and pressure were very high during the entire
interval, althoughFigure 9c shows a slower than average solarwind velocity. Figure 9a shows a discontinuity
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Figure 9. OMNI solar wind data time lagged to the bow shock for Case 2 on 7 November 2017 showing (a) IMF
strength where the blue and red lines are the By and Bz components, respectively (b) density (c) velocity and (d)
pressure. Yellow highlighted areas show the duration of each flow channel and the solid black lines in panel (a) mark
times of interest that are elaborated on in the text.
in the solar windmagnetic field at 4:10 UT (first black vertical line), where there is a 20 nT drop in Bz to−10
nT, although there is a data gap directly before and therefore the drop could have occurred between 4:07 and
4:10 UT. At the same instance, there is a smaller drop in By to −4 nT. By 4:45 UT, By has gradually increased
and stabilized at +10 nT. Although this period of −Bz is favorable for dayside reconnection, it is probably
not steady as Bz is fluctuating. At 5 UT (second black line), Bz turns and remains constantly southward, at
which point FCs begin to be detected by the algorithm. Over the next hour, there is strong solar wind driving
with a constant +By of 10 nT and a steady −Bz between −5 and −7 nT. At 5:45 UT, the density and pressure
drop to half of the previous values, and Bz turns positive at approximately 6:15 UT.
Figure 10a shows a SuperDARN convection map where the FC was very fast and wide. The dusk cell domi-
nates over the dawn cell, which is consistent with a positive By. Two regions of enhanced flows can be seen
in this plot, a clear FC in the close ranges of the radar (77◦ MLAT, 10.5 MLT) and another area of >0.9 km/s
flows postnoon (75◦ MLAT, 15MLT). Figure 10d shows selected fan plots over the course of the event, which
will be used in conjunction with the solar wind data to discuss the case study. Visual inspection of the fan
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Figure 10. Panels for Case 2 on 7 November 2017 showing (a) the SuperDARN convection map with the LYR fan
overlaid, the DMSP SSUSI data in the LBHL wavelength for (b) 5:03 UT and (c) 6:41 UT, and (d) fan plots of
line-of-sight velocity over the duration of the event from the LYR radar.
plots in the lead up to the first successful FC detection reveals that the FC begins forming in the near range
gates at 04:20 UT (not shown), a few minutes after the southward turning of Bz at ∼4:10 UT. The area of
enhanced flows shows structuring, but is far below the detection threshold of the algorithm. At 4:45 UT,
enhanced flows are visible in the far ranges of the SuperDARN LYR fan plot. At 5:00 UT, the far range flows
are no longer visible, the FC begins to gain speed and structure in the close range gates, the velocity sur-
passes the threshold, and the algorithmdetects the FC. The FC then persists in the close ranges until 5:47UT.
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Figure 11. A time series of Case 2 on 7 November 2017. Panels (a) and (b) show range-time graphs for velocity and
spectral width, respectively, for beam 13, in the center of the flow channel. (c) The average velocity of the flow channel
(red points) with an error bar of 1 standard deviation. (d) The width of the flow channel, and (e) the flow channel
potential (red points) and total cross polar cap potential (blue points).
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The location of the FC within the cusp region suggests that we are observing FC 1 on newly opened field
lines. The flow channel can be seen to be intermittently excited by the −Bz, so therefore falls under the
“spontaneously driven” category. Bz remains negative and drives reconnection until 6:15 UT. So rather than
the FC ceasing, the disappearance of the FC from the SuperDARN LYR FOV could be due to the reconnec-
tion site moving equatorward due to the enhanced dayside reconnection. This inference is supported by the
expansion of the auroral oval observed by DMSP on two separate passes as seen in Figure 10. The pass at
5:03 UT (Figure 10b) shows that at the beginning of the interval, the dayside oval sits at ∼78◦ MLAT, while
at the next pass at 06:41 UT (Figure 10c) the oval has visibly expanded equatorward to approximately 75◦
MLAT, out of the range of the SuperDARN LYR radar FOV.
Figure 11 shows a time series over the course of the event, beginning 1.5 hr before the algorithm detected
the FC and ending 45 min after the last detection. Panels (a) and (b) show range-time plots for beam 13,
color coded by velocity and spectral width, respectively. Beam 13 was at the center of the FC, so it is ideal
for studying its formation and evolution. The vertical black lines mark the first and last detection times of
the algorithm during this interval. Figure 11a shows that the algorithm detected the majority of the event
effectively as the highest velocity flows begin and end close to the black vertical lines. Figure 11b shows a
high spectral width of up to 400 m/s inside the channel, suggesting turbulent flows. There is an apparent
pulsing present in both the velocity and spectral width measurements between 5:00 and 5:35 UT, where
the channel periodically moves from 800–1,200 km slant range. Figure 11c shows an average velocity (red
points) at times where the algorithm detected a FC, with an error bar of 1 standard deviation to indicate the
spread of velocities inside the channel. Values lower than the velocity threshold are present in the velocity
spread. This is because the velocity threshold is applied to the average velocity around a cell and between the
edges of the channel. This allows for significant variation in the FC at times, but the average velocity always
remains above the threshold of 0.9 km/s. Figure 11c shows that the average velocity generally increases
until 5:24 UT from values of 900 to 1,300 m/s. After this point there are too few points to determine a trend.
Figure 11d shows a large variation in the FC width over the interval from 190–440 km, which classifies the
flow channel as a mesoscale feature. Figure 11e shows the FC potential (red points) and the cross polar cap
potential (blue points). The FC potential is 30% of the total cross polar cap potential on average and 46% at
the peak of the event (5:23 UT). The values in Figures 11c–11e are derived from the algorithm outputs (apart
from the CPCP, which is a SuperDARN data product) and the grayed-out regions on these panels indicate
periods when no FCs were detected by the algorithm.
5. Discussion
The newly developed algorithmdescribed in this paper identifies structured fast flows (over 0.9 km/s)within
the polar cap. These flows are embedded within a slower background convection flow, with a velocity gra-
dient of at least 400 m s−1 cell−1 on either side of the flow channel. Our algorithm is the first automated
method for detecting FCs in SuperDARN data over all MLTs within the polar cap. The algorithm identified
546 events in the Longyearbyen radar data during 2017. The stringent criteria applied with the algorithm
ensures that only well-defined, fast flow channels were identified, which are moving in the same direction
as the background convection. The algorithm was most effective in detecting the FCs at their peak, at the
time of highest flow velocity due to the high-velocity selection criteria. Both short and long duration events
were identified at a range of MLTs. Detected FCs should be located in the polar cap in a statistical sense, as
themost poleward section of the open-closed field line boundary (dayside cusp region) is statistically located
at 75◦ latitude (Yeoman et al., 2002) and the SuperDARN LYR radar measures a further poleward latitudinal
range of approximately 76–82◦.
Two case studies were chosen for further investigation: Case 1 on the dawn flank and Case 2 in the cusp
region. The Case Study 1 event was chosen for further discussion as relatively little is known about flow
channels occurring deep within the polar cap on field lines which have been opened 10–30 min previously.
Case Study 2 was chosen as the vast majority of the detected events within the Longyearbyen radar FOV
occurred on the dayside. The event was interesting as it allowed discussion of a dayside event (which make
up the majority of our sample) but was also chosen as it was roughly an hour in duration. This allows a
meaningful time series to be examined and for the formation, evolution, and decay of the channel to be dis-
cussed. In both case studies, DMSP observations place the auroral oval equatorward of the FC observations,
confirming that the FCs occur within the polar cap.
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5.1. Key Properties of the Flow Channels
Case Study 1 on 2 October 2017 shows a short-lived flow channel, lasting 13 min by eye and detected by the
algorithm for 2min, occurring on the dawn flank. The average velocity of the flow channel was 985m/s with
an average width of 418 km. This yields an electric field value and potential drop across the FC of 49 mV/m
and 21 kV, respectively.
Case Study 2 on 7 November 2017 is an example of a longer-lived flow channel in the cusp, lasting for
approximately 1 hr. The FC had an average speed of 1.1 km/s, an electric field value of 55 mV/m, and an
average width of 307 km. The spectral widthmeasurements inside the channel show high values of 400m/s,
suggesting turbulent flows. The average potential across the channel is 17 kV with a peak of 25 kV.
5.2. The Contribution of Flow Channels to the Cross Polar Cap Potential
At their peak values, the flow channels accounted for 60% and 46% of theCPCP inCases 1 and 2, respectively.
These are higher percentages than previously observed for FC 2, for example, Andalsvik et al. (2011) (35%)
and Sandholt et al. (2010) (25%). Our algorithm gives a more accurate estimate as both previously published
values were observed using DMSP passes, which only give measurements over the satellite trajectory at a
given instance. Our algorithm evaluates the FC in two dimensions (range and beam), sampling the radar
FOV at a 1min resolution. This allows continuous observation of the channel for as long as it remainswithin
the radar FOV and sufficient backscatter is present. It is therefore possible to observe the FC over time and
obtain average values of the potential. Also, this study does not limit the data to extreme IMF conditions,
such as the interplanetary coronalmass ejections typically used byAndalsvik et al. (2011) and Sandholt et al.
(2010). Case 1 shows that FCs are occurring for more average values of IMF and an unremarkable, small
magnitudemagnetic field can still generate FCswhich account for 60% of the CPCP. FCs have high velocities
and potentials but are small in geographic area, and will not reproduce as well as large-scale features in
convection map contours. This is due to filtering by the finite spherical harmonic expansion and due to the
influence from the map potential model. Identifying FCs in the data from the individual radars is therefore
essential to detecting the smaller-scale FCs, and the LYR radar is in an optimal position for the detection of
polar cap FCs. As polar cap FCs can account for such a significant fraction of the CPCP, it is important to
have radar coverage in the polar cap in order to obtain realistic values of the CPCP. Without the polar cap
radars, the CPCP would likely be severely underestimated.
In both cases, IMF By is the dominant IMF component. Under these conditions, a magnetic tension within
the dawn-dusk direction is applied to the newly opened magnetic field lines. The entire convection pat-
tern reconfigures on a scale of minutes with a dominant dusk/dawn cell for positive/negative IMF By in the
Northern Hemisphere (Grocott & Milan, 2014). Reconnection with a By component then introduces asym-
metric loading of magnetic flux into the magnetospheric lobes. As FC comprise a large fraction of the total
CPCP, they are efficient at transmitting this asymmetric loading into the ionospheric convection pattern.
This asymmetry can then be reduced when tail reconnection occurs, for example, during substorms, and
the magnetospheric lobes are asymmetrically unloaded (Ohma et al., 2018; Reistad et al., 2018).
5.3. Flow Channel Formation and Decay Processes
The algorithmworkswell at picking up the peak of the FC but does not detect the formation and decaywhen
the velocities are below the detection threshold. The case studies were manually inspected after detection
to give insight into the formation and decay processes of the FC. The FC in Case 1 is linked to a PCA,
which is likely a bending arc due to the preceding solar wind conditions. The optical emissions potentially
associated with the arc and FC are observed in the KHO ASC, aligned in the direction of the SD FOV. Due
to a lack of overlapping fields of view between the instruments used in this case study and the different
observation parameters (wavelengths and scale sizes), it is not possible to conclusively link the bending arc
to the auroral features seen in the ASC. However, the features could be an ionospheric response caused
by the same magnetospheric driver due to their similar orientation, duration, and modulation of intensity.
These observations support previous work which find FCs occurring on the edges of PCAs (Gabrielse et al.,
2018; Zou et al., 2015b).
Case 2 shows a FC intermittently excited around the cusp region, strongly driven by a dense, high-pressure
IMF, high magnitudes of +By and a sustained −By. The −Bz persists for over an hour and the FCs are on
newly opened field lines, which makes Case 2 a spontaneously driven FC 1 in the Sandholt framework
(Sandholt et al., 2010). There are signs of the structure of the FC forming approximately half an hour before
the algorithmdetects the FC. The velocity however shows a rapid onset in the beamdirected along the center
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of the FC, where speeds jump above the 0.9 km/s threshold and the FC emerges rapidly from the slower flow.
Figure 11a shows possible pulsing of the velocity (5:00–5:35 UT) as the channel appears to move slightly
between 800 and 1,200 km in slant range. This is expected from dayside reconnection phenomena, such as
PIFs (Provan et al., 1998), but will not be further analyzed as it is outside the scope of this paper. After this
period, the FC seems to stabilize in position from 5:35–6:00 UT and remain at 700–1,100 km slant range.
Over the lifetime of the FC, there are high spectral widths of 400 m/s, suggesting turbulent flows within the
channel, which could be structuring at smaller scales than one SuperDARN range gate (45 km).
5.4. Momentum Transfer on Old Open Flux
The FC in Case 1, residing on the dawn flank, was 418 km in width, lasted for 13 min (detected by the
algorithmat its peak for 2min) andwas detected 25min after a small deviation fromnorthward to southward
IMF initiated a reconnection burst with a dominant IMF By positive component. This width, duration, and
delay time indicate a directly driven FC 2 category on old open flux within the Sandholt and Farrugia (2009)
framework. Despite small IMF magnitudes, fast flows are driven deep inside the polar cap, accounting for
60% of the CPCP. The FC is observed between a thin, poleward band of emissions and equatorward auroral
oval emissions in the DMSP SSUSI data. Due to the By dominant conditions and as Bz is close to zero, the
band of emissions most likely falls into the bending arc subclass of PCAs (Carter et al., 2015; Kullen et al.,
2015). Bending arcs are located on open field lines (Carter et al., 2015), which further supports the theory
that the flow channel is occurring on old open field lines on the dawn flank, deep within the polar cap. This
work builds upon the work of Sandholt and Farrugia (2009), using a similar velocity threshold (0.9 km/s)
as compared to the 1 km/s velocity threshold of Andalsvik et al. (2011). For the first time, FC 2 is found
in conjunction with a PCA (specifically, a bending arc) on the dawn flank through combined observations
from DMSP, SuperDARN LYR fan plots, and SuperDARN convection maps.
6. Conclusions
A new algorithm was developed to locate flow channels within the polar cap. The algorithm detected 546
events over a years' worth of data (2017) from the Longyearbyen SuperDARN radar. Two case studies were
selected for further analysis: Case 1 on the dawn flank and Case 2 in the cusp. The main findings from these
case studies can be summarized as follows:
• The algorithm identified 546 events within the 1 year interval. FCs were observed in the polar cap over
most magnetic local times, but the vast majority were detected in the dayside polar cap.
• The FCs comprise high values of the CPCP, peaking at 60% and 46% for Cases 1 and 2, respectively. Thus,
polar cap FCs play an important role in flux transfer through the solar wind-magnetosphere-ionosphere
system.
• Case 1 confirms that FCs do occur on the edge of PCAs and that fast ionospheric flows can form deep
inside the polar cap under small magnitude IMF fields that are By dominant.
• Case 2 shows that fast flows can be driven in the cusp for extended periods with a negative Bz com-
ponent of the IMF and a high magnitude positive IMF By. The flow inside these channels is turbulent,
exhibiting higher spectral widths for faster flows, which suggests structuring at spatial scales less than one
SuperDARN range gate (45 km).
The two case studies provide confidence in the ability of the algorithm to identify FCs in the polar cap. A
future publication will detail the findings of a statistical study using all 546 identified events.
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Key Points:
• We present the statistics of flow channels in the dayside polar cap area including: duration,
width, peak velocity, and monthly occurrence.
• Their formation is intimately related to IMF By, and the flow channels shift dawnward/duskward
for +By/-By.
• Higher velocity flows in the polar cap concentrate into localized, narrower channels.
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Abstract
An algorithm to detect high-speed ionospheric flow channels (FCs) in the polar cap was applied to
data from the Longyearbyen radar of the Super Dual Auroral Radar Network. The Longyearbyen
radar is at high-latitude (78.2◦N, 16.0◦E geographic coordinates) and points North-East, therefore
is in an ideal position for measuring zonal flows in the polar cap. The algorithm detected 998
events in the dayside polar cap region over 2 years of observations. The detected flow channels
typically were between 200-300 km latitudinal width, 1.1-1.3 km/s peak velocity, and 3 minutes in
duration. The flow channel location shows an IMF By dependency, moving dawnwards/duskwards
for a +By/-By. The flow channel monthly occurrence shows a bimodal distribution with peaks
around the spring and autumn equinoxes, likely due to increased coupling between the solar wind-
magnetosphere-ionosphere system at these times. The highest peak velocities shows an absence
of broad FC widths, suggesting that as the flow speed increases in the polar cap, the channels
become more localized and narrow.
1 Introduction
The shape and flow strength of the large scale high-latitude plasma convection is strongly
governed by the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) (Cowley & Lockwood, 1992). Under south-
ward IMF, magnetic reconnection occurs at the dayside subsolar point due to the merging of
antiparallel magnetic fields. This reconnection drives antisunward flows across the polar cap and
reconnection in the Earth’s magnetotail drives sunward return flows at lower, sub-auroral latitudes
(Dungey, 1961). Dayside reconnection is the dominant mechanism by which energy and momen-
tum are transferred from the solar wind to the Earth’s magnetosphere and ionosphere (Pinnock et
al., 1993). In the ionosphere, the resultant motion due to dayside and nightside reconnection under
IMF Bz- conditions is visualised as a twin cell ionospheric convection pattern. Statistical convec-
tion models have been developed to predict the convention pattern using a variety of techniques
and observations, including satellite measurements (Heelis, 1984; Heppner & Maynard, 1987) and
incoherent scatter radars (Cousins & Shepherd, 2010; Pettigrew et al., 2010; Ruohoniemi & Green-
wald, 2005, 1996; Thomas & Shepherd, 2018). For IMF By dominant conditions, the reconnection
location at the magnetopause boundary is shifted to earlier or later MLT locations. The twin cell
pattern becomes twisted, forming a dominant round cell extending over the majority of the polar
cap adjacent to a thin, crescent-shaped cell. The orientation of the IMF By-component determines
the location of each of the cells. For IMF By+ the larger, dominant cell lies on the dusk side of
the polar cap and the crescent cell on the dawn side of the polar cap. The dayside convection
throat and cusp are shifted postnoon and the tension imposed on the field lines leads ionospheric
flows with an westward component. For IMF By-, the orientation of the cells is reversed, the day-
side convection throat and cusp are shifted prenoon, and the ionospheric flows have an eastward
component.
Plasma is transported across the polar cap along the streamlines of the convection pattern at
typical speeds of several hundred meters per second (MacDougall & Jayachandran, 2001; Oksavik
et al., 2010). Within the dayside cusp region, flows of enhanced velocities (∼ >1 km/s) have
been observed and named differently depending on the parameter in which they were identified.
These phenomena include flow channels/bursts, pulsed ionospheric flows (PIFs), poleward moving
auroral forms (PMAFs) and poleward moving auroral radar forms (PMRAFs) (see Davies et al.
(2002)). These signatures are all related and are the ionospheric manifestation of reconnection at
the dayside magnetopause and flux transfer events (Haerendel et al., 1978; Russell & Elphic, 1978;
Russell & Elphic, 1979; Oksavik et al., 2004). When dayside reconnection occurs, flow channels
are thought to be an important feature for the injection of corotating plasma from the subauroral
plasma reservoir into transpolar flow (H. Carlson et al., 2006), and in the structuring of plasma
within polar cap patches in their early formation stages (H. C. Carlson, 2012). Dayside flow
channels have also been found to be collocated with airglow patches, forming under By-dominated
dayside reconnection and potentially transporting the airglow patches across the polar cap and
into the nightside auroral zone (Hosokawa et al., 2019; Nishimura et al., 2014). Flow channels
have been observed deep within the polar cap on the dawn/dusk flanks and on the nightside due
to magnetotail reconnection and substorms (Sandholt & Farrugia, 2009; Nishimura et al., 2010;
Oksavik et al., 2010).
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In this study, we are concerned with the flow channels in the dayside cusp region, coupling
strongly with the solar wind. Flow channels of this kind were first observed by the PACE HF radar
by Pinnock et al. (1993) and named flow channel events. Flow channel events were consistent with
the magnetic tension force on newly opened field lines and created longitudinally extended fast
flows. Provan et al. (1999) further researched these events and found them to be quasi-periodic,
terming them pulsed ionospheric flows (PIFs). They observed PIFs within data from the Super
Dual Auroral Network (SuperDARN) and found that they occurred between 0250 and 1650 MLT
with a peak between 0900-1210 MLT, 76-82 MLAT and a typical recurrence rate of 7-8 mins.
They also observed an IMF By dependence on the location and frequency of the PIFs, with the
location of the PIFs shifting postnoon/prenoon for positive/negative IMF By. Rinne et al. (2010,
2011) observed a series of flow channels moving with the ionospheric convection into the polar
cap. The zonal flow direction in these events aligned with the tension applied by the IMF By
component, which sharply changed direction multiple times during the observations. Each flow
channel propagated polewards, remaining separated from the neighbouring channels with flow
directions consistent with the tension applied by IMF By polarity changes. These observations
support the view that a flow channel is formed near the polar cap boundary during dayside
reconnection and that these flow channels will remain separate and push each other into the polar
cap while the magnetic tension force and its associated field aligned current system is maintained
(Lockwood et al., 2001; Moen et al., 2013).
Flow channels can be divided into four categories based on the location of the magnetic field
line within the Dungey (1961) convection cycle (Sandholt & Farrugia, 2009; Sandholt et al., 2010;
Andalsvik et al., 2011). The categories of the flow channels excited by the magnetic field lines at
different stages are as follows: newly open field lines (FC 1), old open field lines (FC 2), and field
lines connected to the tail lobes (FC 3), and field lines connected to the plasma sheet (FC 4). The
focus for this paper is on dayside flow channels, so will concern FC 1 and FC 2. FC 1 and FC 2
both occur on open field lines and flow antisunward, but are distinguished by the amount of time
that has passed since the driving dayside reconnection happened. FC 1 occur on newly open field
lines (less than 10 minutes since reconnection), are associated with PIFs and the early stages of
PMAFs/PMARFs, and are characterized by noonward convections in the prenoon and postnoon
sectors. FC 2 occur on old open field lines (10-20 minutes since magnetopause reconnection)
embedded in polar rain precipitation, are located near the dusk- or dawn-side of the polar cap
boundary, and are associated with the highest-latitude stages of PMAFs/PMARFs (Sandholt et
al., 2009).
Whilst the study by Provan et al. (1999) identified flow channel like features (i.e PIFs)
in the Finland SuperDARN radar, they did not stipulate that the feature had to be embedded
within a discernible background flow. In this study, we identify flow channels which are embedded
in a discernible background flow and explore their relationship to IMF By. We apply the flow
channel detection algorithm from Herlingshaw et al. (2019) to 2 years of SuperDARN data from
the Longyearbyen radar. The statistical characteristics of the detected flow channels are examined
including the duration, width, peak velocity and monthly occurrence. The solar wind driving
conditions are investigated, as is the dependence of the flow channels on IMF By and the critical
clock and regime for flow channel formation.
2 Instrumentation
The Super Dual Auroral Network (SuperDARN) is a chain of high-frequency radars whose
field-of-view collectively cover large regions of the polar ionospheres in both hemispheres (Greenwald
et al., 1995; Chisham et al., 2007). Each SuperDARN radar is frequency agile (8-20 MHz) and
measures the line-of-sight Doppler velocity, spectral width, and backscatter power from decameter-
scale ionospheric irregularities at E-region and F-region altitudes. These irregularities can be used
as markers to accurately measure the ionospheric convection velocity.
In this study, we use 2 years of data (October 2016 - November 2018) from the Longyearbyen
(LYR) SuperDARN radar, located at 78.153 ◦N, 16.074 ◦E, 472 m altitude. This radar was
selected as its FOV covers a large area of the polar cap, including the dayside cusp region, regularly
recording data up to 1500 km in range (with a largest possible range of 3,500 km) and a latitudinal
span of approximately 76-82◦ (magnetic coordinates). This latitudinal range is statistically located
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in the polar cap, as it is poleward of the average location of the open-closed field line boundary
at 75◦ (Yeoman et al., 2002). In common mode of operation, the radar beam is steered through
16 positions with an azimuthal separation of 3.24◦ with a 1 minute resolution. Each radar beam
contains 75 range gates with a distance to the first range gate of 180km and a range resolution of
45 km.
Solar wind velocity and IMF By and Bz components (GSM) were obtained from the NASA/GSFC’s
OMNI data set through OMNIWeb. The data have been time shifted to Earth’s bow shock.
3 Method
In this statistical study, we use the algorithm described by Herlingshaw et al. (2019) to
automatically detect flow channels in SuperDARN LYR data over a two year period from October
2016 - November 2018. Examples of flow channels detected with the algorithm can be seen in
Herlingshaw et al. (2019) (Fig.1 and Fig.3) and in the supporting documentation of the current
paper. Here, we summarize some of the key features of the algorithm. The algorithm identifies
velocity structures with average magnitudes over 900 m s-1. These velocity structures must be
embedded within a slower moving background flow with sharp gradients on the edges of the flow
channel. The algorithm searches for sharp gradients of opposing signs on the edges of the flow
channel with magnitudes of at least 400 m s-1 cell-1. The background flows do not include any
velocities exceeding 900 m s-1 as it should be moving slowly with respect to the flow channel.
Principle component analysis and ellipse fitting were used to determine the width and orientation
of the flow channel. The algorithm uses a 3 minute average of 1 min resolution common mode data
in order to increase the coverage of the received backscatter. The detections are then split into
events, which are classified as a continuous detection of a flow channel with no time gaps greater
than 3 min. For a more detailed explanation of the algorithm, see Herlingshaw et al. (2019).
A total of 1048 events were identified during this period. We will investigate the character-
istics of the flow channels including: location, duration, width, peak velocity and IMF By depen-
dence. All of these properties are outputs of the algorithm, except for the IMF By dependency.







where θ ranges from 0 - 360◦. The clock angles were used to separate the IMF into By-
dominant and By+ dominant (45◦ < θ < 135◦). Reconnection bursts at the magnetopause take
place for a wide range of clock angles (30◦ to 330◦) (Neudegg et al., 2000). We expect to observe
reconnection driven dayside signatures within our By+ and By- dominated regimes as they are
within this range.
4 Results & Analysis
The first statistical characteristic of the flow channels examined was the flow channel MLAT/MLT
location. Fig. 1 shows occurrence distribution of the flow channel centers at the beginning of each
event on a polar grid. The distribution is plotted in MLAT/MLT coordinates in 2◦ by 2◦ bins. The
majority of flow channels were detected on the dayside, with the densest population in the pre-
noon sector between 9-12 MLT. There are also events present on the flanks and nightside in smaller
abundances. These results indicate that the location of the Longyearbyen radar is favourable for
detecting plasma accelerated to high speeds within the dayside cusp region, likely due to dayside
reconnection. The small occurrence of nightside flow channels could be due to the FOV of the
radar being too far north in order to identify nightside reconnection driven channels.
In this paper we are concerned with FC occurring on the dayside, therefore the detected
events were filtered by MLT (6 ≤ MLT ≤ 18). From this point on, the analysis will focus on the
998 dayside events. Solar wind orientation is a key driver of the dayside reconnection which drives
the high latitude convection and thus is intimately linked to dayside flow channels. To explore
these driving conditions, the IMF was averaged 10 minutes before each event and the clock angle



















Figure 1. Occurrence distributions in MLAT/MLT coordinates binned into 2◦ by 2◦ bins of the flow chan-



















Figure 2. Occurrence distributions in MLAT/MLT coordinates for top) IMF By+ dominated and bottom)
IMF By- dominated solar wind conditions. Filled circles represent the direction of the plasma flow within
the channel center at the beginning of each event, where blue and red indicate flows westward (towards) and
eastward (away) from the Longyearbyen radar respectively.
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Figure 3. Distributions of a) flow channel duration and b) flow channel width against the magnitude of
the peak flow channel velocity.
calculated using Eqn. 1. There was no restraint on the stability of the IMF, so our sample includes
both periods of stable and variable IMF.
Fig.2 shows the MLT/MLAT distribution of the flow channel centers at the beginning of
each event for IMF By+ (top) and By- (bottom) dominated regimes. Blue filled circles mark
plasma flows within the channels moving towards the radar and red mark plasma flows within the
channels moving away from the radar. As the Longyearbyen radar FOV is orientated towards the
North East, the red points indicate an eastward component of flow while the blue indicate a more
westward component. The flow channels show a distinct dependence on IMF By where the flow
channel location is shifted dawnward for By+ and duskward for By-. This is the opposite direction
to where the mapped footprint of the reconnection region is displaced in each case.
In addition to the location of the flow channels, the duration, FC width and peak velocity of
the detected flow channels were also investigated, as shown in the distributions in Fig. 3a and Fig.
3b. As each scan is a three minute average, Fig.3a shows that 49% of the 998 events were detected
for the minimum possible duration. There are however a small subset (6%) of stable events that
last over 10 minutes. Fig.3b shows that the flow channels range between 72 to 660 km width and
peak velocities of 1 - 3 km-1. The densest population of flow channels range between 200-300 km
width peak velocities of 1.1-1.3 km s-1. There is also a fast population that travel over 1.5 km/s
(12%).
Fig. 4 shows the monthly flow channel occurrence normalised to the monthly operational
radar time for the two year interval. The distribution shows a clear bimodal signature, where the
distribution peaks in March and October, close to the spring and autumn equinoxes.
Fig. 5 shows the distribution of IMF clock angles at the beginning of each flow channel event.
Each radial spoke shows the percentage of flow channel events within a 30 degree range of clock
angles. The colored bins within each spoke show the magnitude of the peak velocity within the
flow channels at the beginning of each event. The flow channels show a clear IMF By dependency,
as the occurrences rise towards By dominant angles and fall towards Bz dominant angles. There
are 554 By+ events, 227 By-, 86 Bz+ and 89 Bz- events. There were no corresponding IMF data
for 42 of the FCs, so it was not possible to include these events in the analysis of the IMF By
dependence. The higher number of By+ events could be a result of reconnection in the By+
configuration drawing in plasma from the postnoon sector, which has been illuminated longer by
the solar radiation. The plasma in the postnoon sector has consequently been ionised more and is






































Figure 4. Monthly dayside flow channel occurrence normalised to monthly operational radar time on the














Peak Velocity in FC [m s 1]
Figure 5. Windrose diagram showing 30◦-wide solar wind clock angle radial spokes, colored to peak flow
channel velocity magnitudes of 900-1200 m s-1 (blue), 1200-1500 m s-1 (green) and >1500 m s-1 (red). The
radial axis shows the percentage of flow channel occurrence, increasing in 5% increments.
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denser, so it creates more ionospheric irregularities for the SuperDARN radar to measure and we
can therefore easily measure the flow channels in these driving conditions (Koustov et al., 2019).
Other relations were investigated but not displayed in this paper as there were no clear
relationships. For example, there was no obvious link between the magnitude of flow velocity on
the MLT location or the magnitude of IMF By and the flow velocity.
5 Discussion
The first statistical study on polar cap flow channels within Longyearbyen SuperDARN data
was conducted to provide quantitative insight regarding the mesoscale flow structures embedded
within the large scale ionospheric convection. Our algorithm has the capability to detect flow
channels at all MLT/MLATs measured by the LYR radar. The algorithm identifies flow channels
with average speeds over 900 m/s, embedded in background flows moving at least 400 m/s slower
with sharp gradients on either side of the channel. Most flow channels were detected on the dayside,
peaking between 9 - 12 MLT, with scattered events on the flanks and nightside. To investigate
the dayside driven channels, the events were filtered to include only those between 6-18 MLT.
5.1 Duration of Zonal Flow Channels
Dayside flow channels have previously been estimated to range from 5-25 minutes in duration
(Lockwood et al., 1990). Almost half (49%) of flow channels were detected for the minimum
possible duration of 3 minutes. To create sufficient scatter to detect a FC, the radar requires
ionospheric irregularities and the correct ionospheric propagation conditions. The algorithm has
a high threshold value of 900 m/s and many other restraints that require high flow values within
the FC, low background flow values, and sharp gradients between the two. Therefore, the most
common duration of 3 minutes is likely an underestimation of the actual duration of the channels,
due to instrumentation effects and the stringent conditions of the algorithm. We likely detect the
FC at its peak, but may not record it during the entire formation and decay process, when the
channel is turbulent and not well-defined (as seen in the case studies in Herlingshaw et al. (2019)).
Fig. 1 shows that the algorithm detects FC both in the dayside cusp and throat region
(FC 1 on newly-opened field lines), all the way around to the dawn and dusk flanks (FC 2 on
old-opened field lines). We see temporal variability in both of these types of FC, as they rise above
the threshold level and then fall back below it, like a transient pulse. Provan et al. (1999) observed
pulsed transients poleward of the convection reversal boundary with a recurrence rate of 7-8 min.
The FCs deeper into the polar cap, on old open field lines, have mainly been studied with single
DMSP satellite passes (Sandholt & Farrugia, 2009), so it was not possible to detect variation in
the FCs. Our method reveals that there is a high degree of temporal variation in the FC on old
open flux in the polar cap, which is consistent with a case study of Oksavik et al. (2010).
5.2 Width and Peak Velocity of Zonal Flow Channels
The Longyearbyen radar look direction is most favourable to detect longitudinally orientated
flow channels. We therefore primarily measure the latitudinal width of the channel, which spans
over a few beams, and cannot detect the longitudinal width of the channel if it extends out of the
radar FOV. Fig. 3 shows that the flow channels were mostly between 200 - 300 km in latitudinal
width with peak velocities of 1.1-1.3 km/s. The width values are of a similar order to previous
studies, such as Pinnock et al. (1993) (100 km), Provan et al. (1998) (250 km), Wang et al. (2016)
(300 km) and Zou et al. (2015) (200-300 km).
The interesting result regarding these FC characteristics involves the red-shaded area in Fig.
3. This area is void of data, pointing to an absence of fast, wide FC. This is not true for the
most densely populated area of the distribution (1.1-1.3 km/s), where there is a large spread in
widths. This suggests that high velocity flows in the polar cap seem to concentrate and be localised
into narrower channels. However, the population of flow channels with very high speeds (>1500
m/s) and large widths (>500 km) is small, so the exact relationship requires further study to be
confirmed.
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5.3 IMF By dependence of Zonal Flow Channels
Fig.2 and Fig. 5 clearly show that the flow channel location and direction have an IMF By
dependence. The flow channel location is pushed dawnwards for IMF By+ and mostly westward
flows are observed on the dayside, while for IMF By- the flow channel location is pushed duskward
and mostly eastwards flows are observed. This IMF By dependence is consistent with statistics of
other phenomena linked to flow channels such as PIFs (Provan et al., 1999), PMAFs (Karlson et
al., 1996), airglow patches (Wang et al., 2016) and polar cap patches (Spicher et al., 2017). Provan
et al. (1999) suggest that for IMF By+, the cusp and dayside merging gap are shifted postnoon
and cusp precipitation occurring immediately downstream will be shifted prenoon. Under the
influence of the tension applied to the field lines, the FC will flow predominantly westwards into
the dawn sector. The opposite will occur for IMF By- and this is consistent with the trends in
Fig.2. The main statistical study relating to SuperDARN observations of PIFs by Provan et al.
(1999) used the SuperDARN radar located in Finland with a FOV pointing towards North. The
Longyearbyen field of view (pointing mostly Eastwards) is orientated much more favourably to
detect the zonal flows associated with the tensions of a nonzero IMF By component. The position
of the LYR radar at 78◦ latitude is also more ideal than the Finland radar (located at 62◦ latitude)
for detecting FC on newly opened field lines, as the LYR radar rotates underneath the cusp and
dayside reconnection region. Our algorithm also uses the entire field of view to automatically detect
998 events over a 3 year period, while Provan et al. (1999) used a 2-beam swinging technique to
manually identify 31 days with PIF activity. Using the entire FOV allows us to confidently detect
FC embedded within a slower moving background flow.
The dependency on IMF Bz shows that in the absence of a significant IMF By compo-
nent, the distribution is more centered around noon in the IMF Bz- dominated case (not shown)
as the reconnection region has not been shifted dawnward or duskward. However, the Super-
DARN Longyearbyen radar has a look direction primarily East-West. This orientation is not
favourable to measure any high velocity anti-sunward (Northward) components of flow present
during IMF Bz- dominant conditions, which would flow perpendicular to the radar beams. Only
9% of the flow channels were detected under predominant IMF Bz+ conditions and the distribu-
tion in MLAT/MLT (not included) shows no clear relationship, possibly due to complicated flow
ionospheric patterns resulting from lobe reconnection.
The majority of detected flow channels (78%) were under By dominant conditions. As stated,
the look direction of the SuperDARN Longyearbyen radar could be biasing these results, as it is
orientated in a favourable direction to detect zonal flow channels. However, Wang et al. (2016) also
find that they detect flow channels associated with airglow patches most frequently during IMF By
dominant conditions. In that study, satellite data were used to determine the flow characteristics,
removing the look-direction bias that applies to single SuperDARN radars and still noting the
same IMF By dependence. The results in this study support the work of Wang et al. (2016),
but the application of the algorithm to more radars in the SuperDARN network with different
positions and look directions is required to confirm the IMF By dependence.
5.4 Seasonal Variation of Zonal Flow Channels
Fig. 4 shows a bimodal distribution, with peaks close to the spring and autumn equinoxes.
This distribution is likely influenced by the peaks in geomagnetic activity around the equinoxes
due to the Russell-McPherron effect (Russell & McPherron, 1973). This effect describes the semi-
annual variation of geomagnetic activity due to the southward component of the IMF becoming
statistically more geoeffective around the equinoxes. A similar distribution is also observed for
the PIFs in Provan et al. (1999). Our results contain flow channels on both newly opened and old
opened field lines and this monthly distribution indicates a link between reconnection signatures
in the majority of cases, regardless of whether the dayside features that can be seen are PIFs or
another phenomena.
6 Conclusions
Our algorithm to detect flow channels within the polar cap (Herlingshaw et al., 2019) was
applied to two years of data from the SuperDARN LYR radar. The algorithm identified 1048 flow
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channels. The majority of the FC were located on the dayside, peaking between 9-12 MLT, but
there were also events present around the dawn and dusk flanks and on the nightside. In this
study, we focused on channels formed by dayside reconnection, close to the cusp/throat region and
deeper into the polar cap. The events were then filtered to 06 ≤ MLT ≤ 18, which left 998 events
remaining. The main findings of the study can be summarized as follows:
• The majority of the flow channels were short, variable pulses of 3 minutes in duration.
• The FC were typically between 200-300 km in latitudinal width with peak velocities of 1.1
- 1.3 km/s.
• At lower peak velocities (<1.5 km/s), the spread in width is broad (72 - 660 km. Above
this threshold, there are fewer fast, wide channels which suggests that higher velocity flows
in the polar cap concentrate into localised, narrower channels.
• The flow channel location shows an IMF By dependence. The FC location is pushed dawn-
wards for +By with mostly westward flows and duskwards for -By with mostly eastward
flows.
• The monthly FC occurrence shows a bimodal distribution with peaks around the equinoxes,
likely due to increased solar wind-magnetospheric coupling at these times as described by
the Russell-McPherron effect.
The coverage of the SuperDARN Longyearbyen radar was ideally situated for studying dayside
zonal flows between 76-82◦ latitude (magnetic coordinates). In our future work, we will extend
the algorithm to all SuperDARN radars within the polar cap in both hemispheres. This will allow
us to understand the temporal evolution of flow channels across the entire polar cap region, the
driving factors involved from the solar wind, and any inter-hemispheric asymmetries.
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